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FOREV\ORD 
Since  the  adoption  of  Directive  90/219/EEC  in  Apri I  1990,  experts  on 
biotechnology  from  the  twelve  Member  States of  the  European  Community  have 
met  regularly,  at  first  as  the  Group  of  National  Experts  on  Biotechnology 
and  then  as  the  Committee  of  Competent  Authorities,  to  discuss  details  of 
implementing  the  Directive.  The  objective  has  been _to  reach  agreement  by 
consensus  on  a  uniform  and  clear  interpretation  of  the  text,  and  also  to 
prepare  a  number  of  documents  referred  to  in  the  Directive.  This  handbook 
brings  together  the  results so  far  achieved  jointly by  alI  the  Member  State 
Authorities,  who  have  discussed  and  agreed  the  texts  as  formulated.  Some 
of  the  texts  have  forma I  I  ega 1  status  and  others  not,  but  the  pr inc ip les 
are  incorporated  either  in  national  legislation  or  in  the  administrative 
practice  in  implementing  the  Directive  in  the  Member  States. 
The  Competent  Authorities  and  representatives  from  the  Commission  will 
continue_ to meet  regularly  to discuss aspects of  implementation  not  covered 
by_  the  present  handbook  and  to  revise  the  existing  notes  in  light  of  the 
exper-ience  gained  by  the  implementation  .of  the  Di'rective.  The  handbook 
will  be.revised  and  supplemented  accordingly. 
The  handbook  is  a  compilation of  existing documents;  provid-ing  guidance  for 
the·. i-mplementation  of  the  Directive ..  It  is.  intended. to  assist  the 
Competent."Authorities  in  their  work,  to  guide  those  intending  to  work  with 
GMMs;·and  to  generally  inform· interested  groups  and  the  public  at  large. 
· tt  should  be· noted  that.  the  content  of  th.is  handbook  is  for  information 
. only.  ·None of  .the·  texts modify.··i"n.  any way ·the text of  the Directive· nor  do 
they  prejudi6e  th~  lega·l  interpretation of  the  Directive which  can  only  be 
provided  by  the  Court  of  Justice. 
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II 
(Acts whose publication is not obligatory) 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DlREcnYE 
of 23 April 1990 
on the contained usc of gcneticaUy modified micro-organisms 
•  .  I 
(90/219/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to the Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  partirular  Article 130s 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1 ), 
Having ·  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (-3), 
Whereas,  under  the  T  r~ty, action  by  the  Community 
rdating to the environment shall be based on the principle 
that preventive action shall be taken and shall have as its 
objeaive to preserve, protea and improve the environment 
and to protect human health; 
Whereas the  Council Resolution of 19 October  1987 (4 ) 
concerning the Fourth Environmental Action Programme of 
the  European ·CommunitieS  ~ares that  measures 
conceming  the  evaluation and best use of  biotechnology with 
regard to· the environment are a  priority area  on which 
Community action should concentrate; 
Whereas the development of biotechnology is  such  as  to 
contribute to  the economic expansion of  the Member States; 
whereas  this  . implies ·  that  genetically  _modified 
ciao-organisms will be used in operation~ of various types 
and scale;  · 
(') OJ No C 198·, 28. 7. 1988. p. 9 and 
•  OJ No C 246, 27. 9. 1989, p. 6. 
( 2 )  OJ No C 158, 26. 6. 1989, p. 122 and 
OJ No C 96,. 17. 4. 1990. 
(J) OJ No C 23. 30. 1. 1989. p. 45. 
(
4
)  OJ No C 328. 7. 12. 1987. p. 1. 
Whereas  the  contained  use  of  generically  modified' 
rnicro-<>rganisms should be carried out in such way as to limit 
their possible negative consequences for human health and 
the  environment~  due attention being given to the prevention 
of accidents and the control of wastes; 
Whereas micro-organisms, i{  released in the environment in 
one Member "State in the course of  their contained use, may 
reproduce  and  spread~  crossing  national  frontiers  and 
thereby affecting other Member States; 
Whereas~ in order to bring about the safe development of 
biotechnology throughout the Community, it is necessary to 
establish common measures for the  evaluation and reduction 
of the po_tential risks arising in the course of all operations 
involving  the  contained  use  of  genetically  modified 
micro-organisms and to set appropriate conditions of use; 
Whereas the precise nature and scale of  risks associated with 
generically  modified  micro-organisms  are  not  yet  fully 
known and the risk involved must be assessed case by case; 
whereas,  to  evaluate  risk  for  human  health  and  the 
environment, it is necessary to lay down requirements for 
risk assessment; 
Whereas genetically  modified micro-organisms should be 
classified in relation to the risks they present; whereas criteria 
should be  provided  for  this  purpose; whereas  particular 
attention  should  be given  to operations  using  the  more 
hazardous genetically modified micro-organisms; 
Whereas  appropriate  containment  measures  should · be 
applied at the various· stages of an operation to control-
emissions and to prevent accidents; ;... 
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Whereas any person, before undertaking for the first time the 
contained usc of a genetically modified micro-organism in a 
particular  installation~ should  forward  to  the competent 
authority a notification so that the authority may satisfy itself 
that the proposed installation is ·apprQPriate to carry out the 
·aaivicy in a manner that does not present a hazard to human 
health and the environment; 
Whereas  it  is  also  necessary  to  establish  appropriate 
procedures  for  the  case-by-case  notification  of specific 
operations  involving  the  contained  use  of  genetically 
modified micro-organisms, taking account of the degree of 
risk involved; 
Whereas, in the case of operations involving high risk, the 
consent of the competent authority should be given; 
Whereas it may be considered appropriate to consult the 
public  on  the  contained  use  of  genetically  modified 
micro-organisms; 
Whereas appropriate measures should be taken to inform 
any person liable to be affeaed by an accident on all matters 
relating to safety; 
Whereas  emergency  plans should be  established  to  deal 
effectivdy with accidents; 
Whereas, if an accident occurs, the user should immediately 
inform  the  competent · authority  and  communicate  the 
information  necessary  for  assessing  the  impaa  of that 
accident and for taking the appropriate action; 
Whereas  it  is  appropriate  for  the  Commission,  in 
consultation  with  the  Member  Scates,  to  establish  a 
.  procedure for the exchange of  information on accidents and 
for the Commission to set up a register of such accidents; 
Whereas . the  contained  use  of  genetically  modified 
micr9-Qrgarusms ·throughout  the  Community  should  be 
monitored and to this end Member States should supply 
certain information to the Comm~ssion; 
· ·  .... Wherea~ a  committee  .~uid be  set  ~p to  assist  the 
.  Commission on: i:natters r~g  to the implementation of 
.this Directive and to its adaptation t~ technical progress, 
/ 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
Article 1 
·  ·  This  Directive  lays .down  common  measures  .for  the 
contained use of  genetically  ~odified micro-organisms with ' 
a view to protecting human health and the environment. 
Article 2 
For the purposes of this Directive: 
(a)  'micro-orga~ism·  shall mean any microbiological entity. 
cellular or non.:Cellular,  capable of replication or of 
transferring genetic material; 
(b)  •genetically  modified  micro-organism•  shall  mean  a 
micro-organism in which the genetic material has been 
altered in a way that does not occur naturally by mating 
and/  or natural recombination. 
Within the terms of this definition: 
(i)  genetic modification occurs at least through the use 
of the techniques listed in Annex I A, Part 1; 
(ii)  the techniques listed in Annex I A, Part 2, are not 
considered ro  result in genetic modification; 
(c)  'contained  use'  shall  mean  any  operation  in  which 
micro-orga"nisms are generically modified or in which 
such genetically modified micro-organisms are cultured, 
stored, used, transported, destroyed or disposed of  and 
for  which  physical  barriers,  or  a  combination  of 
physical  barriers  together  with  chemical  and/  or 
biological barriers, are used to limit their contaa with 
the general population and the environment; 
(d)  Type A operation shall mean any operation used for 
teaching, research, development, or non-industrial or 
non-commercial purposes and which is of a small scale 
(e.g. 10 lirres culture volume or less); 
(e)  Type B operation shall mean any operation other than a 
Type A  operati~n;  · 
(f)  'accident' shall mean any incident involving a significant 
and  unultended  release  of  generically  modified 
micro-organisms ·in the course of their.  contained use 
which could present an immediate or delayed hazard to 
human health or the environment; 
· (g)  'user, shall mea~  any natural .or legal person  responsibl~ 
for  the  oontained  use  of · generically  modified 
micro-organisms; · 
·  (h)  'notification' sh'all mean the presentation of documents 
· containing the requisite information to the competent 
authorities of a  Member State. ·.  · 
Article 3 
· , This Directive shall not apply wh~re generic modification 
is  obtained  through  the  use of the.--techniques  listed  in 
Annex I~-
Article 4 
1.  .  -- For the purposes of  this Directive,  gene~ically modified 
micro-organisms shall be classified as follows: 
I I 
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G~oup 1:  those satisfying the criteria of Annex II; 
Group II:  those other than in Group L 
2.  ·  . ForT  ype A operations, some of  the criteria in Annex 11 
may not be applicable in determining the classification of a 
particular genetically modified micro-organism. In  such  a 
case, the classification shall be provisional and the competent 
authority shall ensure that relevant criteria are used with the 
aim of obtaining equivalence as far as possible. 
3.  Before this Directive is implemented, the Commission 
shall  draw  up  guidelines  for  classification  under  the 
procedures of Article 21. 
Article 5 
Articles 7 to 12 shall not apply to the transport of  genetically 
modified micro-organisms by road, rail, inland waterway, 
sea or air.  This Directive shall 'tlOt apply to the storage, 
transport,  destruction or disposal of genetically  modified 
micro-organisms which  have been  placed on  the  market 
under Community legislation, which includes a specific risk 
asscssmenc similar to that provided in this Directive. 
Article 6 
1.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that  all  appropnate 
measures are taken to avoid adverse effects on human health 
and the environment which might arise from the contained 
use of genetically modified micro-organisms. 
2.  To this end, the user shall carry out a prior assessment 
of  the contained uses as regards the risks to human health and 
the environment that they may inrur.  · 
3.  In  making  such  an  assessment  the  user  shall,  in 
partirular, take due account of the parameters set out in 
Annex III, as far as they are relevant, for any genetically 
modified micro-organisms he is propOsing to u5e. 
4.  A record of  this assessment  shall  be kept by the user and 
made available in summary fo~  the competent authority 
as part of the notification under Articles 8, 9 and 10 or upon 
request. 
Article 7 
•1.  For genetically modified micro-organisms in Group I, 
principles  of  good  microbiological  practice,  and  the 
following  principles  of  good  occupational  safety  and 
~ygiene, shall apply: 
(i)  to keep workplace and environmental exposure to any 
physical, chemical or biological agent to the lowest 
practicable level; 
(ai)  to exercise engineenng (.ontrol mc.:J~urcs at source and 
to  supplement  these  wuh  .appropriate  personal 
protective clothing and cqutpmcnt when necessary; 
(iii)  to test adequately and maintain control measures and 
equipment; 
(iv}  to test,  when  necessary,  for  the  presence of viable 
process  organisms  outside  the  primary  physical 
containment; 
(v}  to provide training of personnel; 
(vi)  to  establish  biological  safety  committees  or 
subcommittees as required; 
(vii)  tO formulate and implement local codes of practice for 
the safety of personnel. 
2.  In  addition  to  these  principles,  the  containment 
measures  set  out  in  Annex  IV  shall  be  applied,  as 
appropriate,  tO  contained  uses  of  genetically ·modified 
micro-organisms in Group II so as to ensure a high level of 
safety. 
3.  The  containment  measures  applied  shall  be 
periodically reviewed by the user to take into account new 
scientific or technical knowledge: relative to risk management 
and treatment and disposal of wastes. 
Article 8 
When a particular installation is to be used for the first time 
for operations involving the contained use of genetically 
modified  micro:.Organisms,  the  user shall  be  required to 
submit to the competent  authorities~ before:  commencing 
such· use, a  notification containing at least the information 
listed in Annex V  A. 
A  separate  notification  shall  be  m~de for  first  use  of 
genetically  modified  micro-organisms  in  Group I  and 
Group 11  respectively. 
Article 9 
1.  Users  of  genetically  modified  micro-organisms 
classified in Group 1 in Type A operations shall be required 
to keep records of the work carried out which shall be made 
available to the competent authority on request. 
2.  Users  of  genetically  · modified.  micro-organisms 
classified  in  Group I  in  Type B  operations  shall,  before 
commencing the contained usc, be required to submit to the 
competent  _  authorities  a  notification  c6ntaining  the 
informacion lisced  in Annex V  B_ 
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Article 10 
1.  Users  of  generically  modified  micro-organisms 
classified  in  Group II  in  Type A  oeerations shall,  before 
·commencing the contained use, be required to submit ·to the 
competent  authorities  a·  notification  containing  the 
information listed in Annex V  C. 
2.  Users  of  genetically  modified  micro-organisms 
classified  in  Group II  in Type B operations shall,  before 
commencing the contained use, be required to submit to the 
competent authorities a  notification containing: 
- information  on  the  genetically  modified 
· micro-organism(s), 
information on personnel and training, 
information on the installation, 
information on waste management, 
information  on  accidem  prevention  and  emergency 
response plans, 
the  assessment of the  risks  to human health  and  the 
environment referred to in Article 6, 
the details of which are listed in Annex V D. 
Article 11 
1.  .  Member  States  shall  designate  the  authority  or 
authorities competent to implement the measures which they 
adopt in application of this Directive and to· receive  and 
acknowledge  the  notifications  referred  to  in  Article 8, 
Article 9 (2) arid Article 10. 
2. . .  The  . competent  authorities  shall  examine  the 
~~fonnity  of  the notifications with the requirements of  this 
Directive; the  ac~racy  and completeneSs of  the information 
given, · the  correctness  of  the  classification  and,  where 
. appropriate, the adequacy of  the waste management, safety, 
~ a~d emergency respon~sures.  ·.  · 
· 3.  If necessary, the competent authority.may: 
.. (a) · ask the user to provide further. information or to modify 
the conditions of the proposed contained use. In this 
·ea.se the proposed contained use cannot proceed until 
:the co~petent authority has given its approval on the 
·basis of the .further information obtained or of the 
modified conditions of the contained use; 
·:(b) ·.limit the· time for which the contained use should be 
•.  · >- 'permitted or subject it w  certain specific conditions. 
:  :-.~.  ~:~,  -~: ·/4·::  ... ?·-1~  theca~eoffirst-time  use in an  i~stallarion as referred 
to in Article 8: 
where  such  use  invohn  gcnctiolly  modified 
micro-organisms in Group I~ the conuancd usc may. in 
the absence of any indication to the contrary from the 
comp<:tent authority. proceed 90  days after submission of 
the notification. or earlier with  the agreement of the 
competent authority; 
where  such  use  involves  genetically  modified 
micro-organisms in Group II, the contained use may not 
proceed without the consent of the competent authority. 
The competent authority shall communicate its decision 
in writing at the latest 90 days after submission of the 
notification. 
5.  (a)  Operations  notified  under  Article  9  (2}  and 
Article 10 {  1 ), may, in the absence of any indication 
to  the  comrary  from  the  competem  authority, 
proceed 60 days after submission of the notification, 
or  earlier  with  the  agreement  of the  competent 
authority. 
(b)  Operations notified under Article 10 (2) may ·not 
proceed  without  the  consent  of  the  competent 
authority.  The  competent  authority  shall 
communicate its decision in writing at the latest 90 
days after submission of the notification. 
6.  For the purpose of  calculating the periods referred to in 
paragraphs 4  and 5, any periods of time during which the 
competent authority:· 
is  awaiting any  furt~er information which it may have 
requested  from  the  notifier  in  accordance  with 
paragraph 3 (a) or 
is  carrying  out  a  public  inquiry  or  consultation  m 
accordance with Article 13 
shall not be taken into account. 
Article 12 
L .  If the user becomes aware.ofrelevant new information 
or modifies the contained use in a  way which could have 
significant consequences for the risks posed by the contained 
use,  or  if  the  category  of  genetically  modified 
micro-organisms used is changed, the competent authority 
shall be informed as soon as possible and the notification 
under Articles 8, 9 and 10 modified.. 
2.  If information becomes available subsequently to the 
competent  authority  which  could  have  significant 
consequences for the risks posed by the contained use, the 
compct~nt authority may  require the user to modify the 
conditions of, suspend or terminate the contained use. 
Article 13 
Where a 'Member  Stat~ considers  it  appropriate, it  may 
provide that groups or the· public shall be consulted on any 
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The  competent  authorities  shall  ensure  that,  where 
necessary. before an operation commences: 
(a)  an emergency plan is drawn up for the protection of 
human  health  and  the  environment  outside  the 
installation  in  the  event  of  an  accid~nt  and  the 
emergency  services  are  aware  of  the  hazards  and 
informed thereof in writing; 
(b)  information  on  safety  measures and on the correct 
behaviour to adopt in the case of an accident is supplied 
in an appropriate manner, and without their having to 
request  it,  to  persons  liable  to  be  affected  by  the 
accident:.  The  information  shall  be  repeated  and 
updated at appropriate intervals. It shall also be made 
publicly available. 
The Member States concerned shall at the same time 
make available to other Member States concerned, as a 
basis  for  all  necessari  consultation ·  within  the 
framework  of  their  bilateral  relations,  the  same 
information  as  that  whid)  is  disse~inated to  their 
nationals. 
Article 15 
1.  Member States shall take the necessary measures to 
ensure that, in the event of an accident, the user shall be 
required  immediat~ly to  inform the competent  authority 
specified  in  Article  11  and  provide  the  following 
information: 
the circumstances of the accidem, 
the identity and quantities of the genetically mo,dified 
·micr<K>rganisms rdeased, 
any information necessary to assess the. effectS of the 
accident on the health of the general population and the 
environment, 
the emergency measures taken. 
2. · .  Where information is given under paragraph 1, the 
Member States sha.ll be required to: 
- ensure  that  any  emergency,  mediu~ and  long-term 
.  measures necessary are taken, and immediately alert any 
Member St~te which could~~.ffeaed by the accident:; 
1. 
collect, where possible, the information necessary for a 
full  ·analysis of the accident and, where appropriate, 
make r~ommendations  to avoid similar accidents in the 
future and to limit the effects thereof. 
Article 16 
Member States shall be required to:·-
(a)  consult with other Member  States  lia~le to be affected in 
the  ~vent  of. an  accident  in  the  drawing  up  and 
implementation of emergency  .Plans;· 
(b)  inform  the Commission  as soon  as·-~ssible of any 
accident within the scope of  this Directive, giving details 
of the circumstances of the accident, the identity and 
quantities of the genetically modified micro-organisms 
· released, the emergency response measl,lres employed 
and their effectiveness, and an analysis of the accident 
including recommendations to limit its effects and avoid 
similar accidents in the future.  . 
2.  The Commission, in consultation with. the Member 
States,  shall  establish  a  procedure  for  the  exchange of 
information under paragraph 1. It shall also set up and keep· 
at the disposal of the Member States a register of accidents 
within the scope of this  Directive which  have occurred, 
including  an  analysis  of  the  causes  of  the  accidents, 
experience  gained  and  measures  taken  to  avoid  similar 
accidents in the future. 
Article 17 
Member States shall ensure that the competent authority 
organizes inspections and other control measures to ensure 
user compliance with this Dire-ctive. 
Article 18 
1.  Member States shall send to the Commission, at the 
end of each year, a summary report on the contained uses 
notified  under  Article  10  (2)  including  the  description, 
proposed  uses  and  risks  of  the  genetically  modified 
micro-organisms. 
2.  Every  thr~ years,  Member  States  shall  send  the 
Commission a summary report on their experience with this 
Directive, the first time being on 1 September 1~92. 
3. ·  Every three years,  the. Commission shall  publish  a 
summary based on the reports referred to in paragraph 2, the· 
first time being·  in 199  3. 
4.  TJte ·Commission  may  publish  general  statistical 
information on the implementation of this Directive and 
, related matters., as long as it contains no information likely to 
cause harm to the competitive position of a  user:. 
Article 19 
1.  The Commission and the competent authorities shall 
not divulge to third  parties any confidential information 
notified or otherwise provided under this Directive and shall 
protect  intellectual  property  rights  relating  to  the  data 
received. 
2.  The  notifier  may  indicate  the  information  in  the 
nocificacions submitted under this Directive, the disclosure of 
.which might harm his competitive position, that should be 
treated as confidential. Verifiable justification must be given 
in such cases. 
7. 8_ 
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3.  The  competent  authority  shall  decide,  after 
consultation with  the notifier, which  information will  be 
kept  confidential  and  shall  inform  che  notifier  of  its 
decision. 
4.  In  no  case  may  the  following  information,  when 
submined  according  to  Articles  8,  9  or  10,  be  kept 
confidential: 
description of the genetically modified micro-<>rganisms, 
name  and  address  of  the  norifier,  purpose  of  the 
contained usc, and location of use; 
methods  and  plans  for  monitoring of the generically 
modified  micro-organisms  and  for  emergency 
response; 
the evaluation of foreseeable effects, in particular any 
pathogenic and/  or ecologically disruptive effects. 
5.  If,  for whatever reasons, the notifier withdraws the 
nmification,  the  competent  authority  must  respect  the 
confidentiality of the information supplied. 
' 
Article 20 
Amendments necessary to adapt Annexes II to V to technical 
progress shall be decided in accordance with the procedure 
defined in Article 21. 
Article 21 
1.  The Commission  shall  be assisted  by  a  committee 
composed of the· representatives of the Member States and 
chaired by the representative-of the Commission. 
2.  The representative of the Commission shall submit to 
the committee a  draft of the measures to be taken. The 
committee shall deliver itS opinion on the draft within a time 
·limit which. the chairman may lay down according to the 
urgency of the_ matter. The opinion shall be delivered by the 
· maj?riry laid dovffi in Anide 148 (2) of  the  Treaty in the case 
_.., 
·-·  -~ 
of decisions  which  the Council is  required to adopt on a 
proposal  from . the  Commission.  The  votes  of  the 
representatives of the Member States within the committee 
shall be weighted in the mannc~  set out in that Article. The 
chairman shall not vote. 
3: (a)  The Commission shall adopt the measures envisaged 
if they  arc· in  accordance with the opinion of the 
commtttee. 
(b)  If  the measures envisaged arc not in accordance with 
the opinion of the committee, or if no opinion is 
delivered,  the  Commission  shall,  without  delay, 
submit to the Council  a  proposal relating to the 
measures  t~ be taken. The C~uncil shall act by a 
qualified majority_ 
If, on the expiry of a period of three months from the 
date of referral to the Council, the Council has nOt 
acted, the proposed measures shall be adopted by the 
Commission, save where the Council has decided 
against the said measures by a  simple majority. 
Article 22 
Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive  not  Iacer  than  23  October  1991.  They  shall 
forthwith inform· the Commission thereof. 
Article 23 
This Directive is  addressed co the Member States. 
·Done at Luxembourg, 23 April 1990. 
· For the Council 
The President 
A. REYNOLDS I· 
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ANNEX IA 
PARTl 
•  'Tcch~iqucs of genetic modification referred to in Article 2 (b).(i) arc, inur alia: 
(i)  ru:ombirumt  DNA  techniques  using  vc:aor  systc:ms  as  previously  covered  by  Recommendation 
82/<472/EEC (l);  . 
(ii)  ted:a.niqucs involving the direct introduaion into a micro-organism of  hcriubk  m.aterU.l prepared outside the 
~  including mkr~injccrion, m.2cro-injc:aion and micro-cnc.apsul2tion; 
(iii)  cdl fusion or hybridization techniques where Jive cells with new combin2tions of  heritable genetic 1t12tcrial 
2rc fonncd through the fusion of two or more cells by means of methods that do not occur ~Y-
~· 
PART 2 
T cchoiqucs referred .to in Arrick 2 {b) (ii) which arc not considered to result in gcn~c  modification, on  condition 
that they do no<: involve the usc of r«.ombinant-DNA mokculcs or gcncrica1ly modified organisms: 
( 1)  in vitro fc:rt.iliz.a~on; 
- , 
(2)  conjugation, transduccion, transfonnation or any ocher narural process; 
{3)  polyploidy induaion. 
ANNEXIB 
No L  117/7 
T cdmiquesof  genetic  modification to becxdu<kd &-om the Dittaive;  on  condition that they do not  involve the usc 
of  genc:tic:aUy modified miao-orgmisms as .recipient or parental organisms.: 
( 1)  mutagenesis; 
(2)  the consti'uaion and usc of somatic animal hybridoma cells (e.g.  for the  prod.uctio~ of monoclonal 
antibodies);  .  . 
(3)  ccn fusion \lndudint :-r; •.. ,pJast fusion} of  cells &-om plants which can be produced by traditional breeding 
methods; 
(4)  scl£-doning of  ~on-pathogenic  naturally occurring micro-organisms which fulfil thc.critcria of  Group 1 for 
recipient micro-organisms  . 
. ·~  ,, 
(') OJ No 213. 21. 7 .. 1982. ?- lS. 
9_ •u-
.- .. 
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ANNEX 
'ANNEX II 
CRITERIA  FOR  CLASSIFYING  GENETICAI.:LY  MODIFIED  MICRO-ORGANISMS  INTO 
GROUP I 
A genetically modified micro-organism is classified as ~alling_  ~ithin Group I when all the following criteria 
are  fulfilled :  · 
(i)  the recipient or parental micro-organism is unlikely to cause disease to humans. animals or plants ; 
{ii)  the nature of the vector and the insert is such that they do not endow the genetically modified micro-
organism  with  a  phenotype likely to cause  disease  to  humans. animals or plants. or likely  to  cause 
adverse  effects  in  the environment ;  "-....,  .. 
{iii)  the genetically modified micro-organism is unlikely to cause disease to humans, ani~~is or plants and is 
unlikely  to  have  adverse  effects  on  th~ environment.' 
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ANNEX III 
.. 
SAFETY  ASSESSMENT PARAMETERS TO BE  TAKEN INTO ·ACCOUNT, AS  FAR AS  THEY  ARE 
RELEVANT, lN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 6 (3) 
A.  Characteristics of the donor, recipient or (where appropriate:) parental organism(s) 
B.  Characteristics of the modified micro-organism 
C.  Health considerations 
D.  Environmental considerations 
A.  Characteristics of the· donor, recipient or (where .appropriate) parental organism(s) 
names and designation; 
degree of relatedness; 
sources of rhe organism(s); 
information o~  reproductive cycles (sexual/ asexual) of the parental organism(s) or, where applicable, of 
the recipient micro-organism; 
history of prior genetic manipulations; 
Stability of parental or of recipient organism in terms of rc:levant genetic traits; 
nature of pathogenicity and virulence, infccrivity, toxicity and vectors of disease transmission; 
narure of indigenous vcaors: 
sequence, 
frequency of mobilization, 
specificity, 
presence: of genes which confer resistance; 
- host range; 
- other potentially significant physiological traits; 
- stability of thc:sc: traits; 
- natural habitat and geographic distribution~ Oimaric characteristics of original habitats; 
- significant involvement in environmental processeS (such as nitrogen fixation or pH regulation); 
interaction with, and effects on, other organisms in the environment (including likdy competitive or · 
symbiotic properties); 
ability  ·to form survival structures (such as spores or sclerotia)  . 
.... , 
s~  Characteristics of the modified micro-organism 
- me description of  the modification including the method for introducing  the vector-insert into the recipient 
organism or the: method u~  fOr- achieving the genetic modification involved; 
the funaion of the genetic manipulation and/or of then~  nucleic acid; 
nature and source of the vector; 
Struaur-e and amount of  any vector and/  or donor- nucleic acid remaining in the final construction of the 
modified micro-organism; 
- stability of the micro-organism in terms of genetic traits; 
frequency of mobilization of inserted vector and/or generic transfer capability; 
rate and level of expression of the new genetic material. Method and sensitivity of measurement; 
activity of the expressed protein. 
·. 
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C.  Health considerations 
- toxic or allergenic effectS of non-viable ocganisms and/or their metabolic products; 
product hazards.; 
comparison of the modified micro-organism to the donor, recipient or (where appropriate) parental 
organism regarding pathogenicity; 
capacity for colonization; 
if  the micro-organism is pathogenic ro humans who arc immunocompetent: 
(a)  diseases cau~  and mechanism of pathogenicity including invasiveness and virulence; 
(b)  communicability; 
(c)  infective dose; 
{d)  host range, possibility of alteration; 
{c)  possibility of survival outside of human host; 
(f)  presence of vectors or means of dissemination; 
{g)  biological stability; 
(h)  antibiotic-resistance patterns; 
, , 
(i)  allcrgcniciry; 
(j}  availability of appropriate therapies. 
D.  Environmental considerations 
factors  aff<Xring  survival,  multiplication and dissanination of the  modified micro-organism  in  dtc 
environment; 
available techniques for dctca:ion, idcnrifio.rion and monitoring of the modified micro-organism; 
available techniques for dctca:ing transfer of the n<:W genetic material to odtcr organisms; 
known and predicted habitats of the modified micro-organism; 
- description of ecosystems to which the micro-organism could be accidentally disseminated; 
anticipated mechanism and result of  interaction between the modified micro-organism .and the organisms 
or micro-organisms which might be exposed in case of rdeasc'into th.e environment;  · 
known or predicted effects on plantS and .animals such as pathogenicity, infectivity, toxicity, virulence, 
.  vector of pathogen, allergenicity. colonizatio~; 
known or predicted involvement in biogcochcmicil processes; 
availability of methods for decontamination of the area in case of release to .the environment-
··~  -~ ,. 
1;-
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ANNEX IV 
CONTAINMENT MEASURES FOR MICRO-ORGANISMS IN GROUP II 
The containment measures for micro-organisms from Group U shall be chosen by the user from the categories 
below as appropriate to the micro-organism and the operation in question in order to ensure the protection of the 
public health of the general population and the environment. 
Type B operations shall be considered in terms of their unit operations. The characteristics of  each operation will 
dictate the physical containment to be used at that stage. This will allow sdccrion and design of  process, plant and 
operating procedures best fitted to assure adequate and S3fe containment. Two important factors to be considered 
when selecting the equipment needed to implement the containment ace the risk of, and  t~e  effea:s consequent on, 
equipment failure. Engineering practice may require increasingly stringent standards to reduce the risk of  failure as 
the consequence of that failure becomes less tolerable. 
Specific containment measures for Type A operations shall be established taking into account the containment 
categories below and bearing in mind the specific circumstances of such operations. 
Containment Categories 
Spccific:uions 
l. Viable  micro-organisms  should  be  Yes 
contained  in  a  system  which  physically 
separates the process from the environment 
(closed system) 
2.  Exhaust  gases  from  the  closed  system  Minimize rdease 
should be treated so as to: 
3. Sample collection, addition of materials to  Minimize release 
a  closed  system  and  transfer  of viable 
micro-organisms to another closed system, 
should be pedormed so as to: 
4.  Bulk rulture .fluids should not be removed 
from  the dosed system unless the viable 
micro-organisms have been: 
5. Seals should be design~ so as to: 
6. ·Oose~ systems should be located within a 
~nrrollc4 ar~.' 
(a)  Biohazard signs should be posted 
(b)  Acx:css  should·  be  restricted  to 
nominated personnel only 
lnaaivate<;l by 
validated means 
Minimize release 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
(c)  Personnel  should  we;ar  protective  Yes, work dothirig 
clothing 
"(d)  D«ontamination·and  wa~hing  facilities 
· should be provided for personnel 
(e)  Personnel should shower before leaving 
the controlled area. 
(f)  Effluent from sinks and  showers should 
be  collected  and  inactivated  before 
release 
Yes 
No 
No 
2  3 
Yes  Yes 
Prevent rdease  Prevent release 
Prevent release  Prevent release 
lnactiva(ed by  Inaaivated by 
validated chemical  validated chemical 
or physical means  or physical means 
Prevent release 
Optional 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Optional 
Optional 
~revent release 
Yes, and 
purpose-built 
Yes 
Yes, via airlock 
A complete change 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
13_ 14_ 
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Conc~tnrfto("nf c~cc~  ... \ 
Spccifiacion\ 
,; 
I  l  3 
(g)  The  controlled  ..  area  should  be  Option.al  Optional  Yes 
adequately ventilated to minimize  air 
contamination 
(h)  The  controlled  areas  should  be  No  Optional  Yes 
maintained at an air pressure negative 
co atmosphere 
(i)  Input  air  and  extract  air  to  the  No  Optional  Yes 
controlled  area  should  be  HEPA 
filtered 
(j)  The controlled area should be designed  Optional  Yes  Yes 
to contain spillage of  the entire contentS 
of the closed system 
(k)  The controlled area should be sealable  No  Optional  Yes 
to permit fumigation 
7.  Effluent treatment before final discharge  Inactivated by  Inactivated by  Inactivated by 
validated means  validated chemical  validated chemical 
.·  ~  or physical means  means 
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ANNEX V 
PART A 
Information required for the notification referred to in Article 8: 
name of person(s) responsible for carrying·out the contained usc including those responsible for supervision, 
monitoring and ~afcty and information on their training and qualifications; 
address of installation and grid reference; description of the sections of the installation; 
a description of the nature of the work which will be undertaken and in partiallar the classification of the 
micro-organism(s) to be used (Group I or Group II) and the likely scale of the operation; 
a summary of the risk asseSsment referred to in Article 6 (2). 
PARTB 
Information required for the notification referred to in Article 9 (2): 
the date of submission of the notification rcfeh  ... -..  ~v in Artie!-. 8; 
the parental mioo-organisrn(s) used or. where applicable the host-vector system(s) used; 
the sourcc(s) and the intended function(s) of the genetic material(s) involved in the manipulation(s); 
- identity and characteristics of the generically modified micro-organism; 
- the purpose of the contained use including the exp«eed results; 
the ~rure  volumes to be used; 
a summary of the risk assessment referred to in Article 6 {2). 
PARTC 
Information required for the notification referred to in Article 10 (1 ): 
- the information required in Part B; 
- description of the sections of the installadon and the methods for handling the micro-organisms; 
- description of  the predominant meteorological conditions and of the potential sources of  danger arising from 
the location of the installation; 
- description of the protective and supervisory measures to be applied throughout the duration of  the contained 
. usc; 
- the containment category allocate4 specifying waste treaonent provisions and the safety precautions to be 
adop~ed. 
•  _  _.,  PARTD  . 
Information _required for the notification referred to in Article 10 (2}: 
If  it is not  technically possible. or  if  it  does not appear  necessary to give the information specified below, the reasons 
shall be stared. The  level of  detail required in rc:Sponse to each  subset of  considerations is likely to vary according to 
the narure and the scale of the prop<)sed contained use. 1n the case of information already submitted to th_e 
competent authority under the requirements of this Directive, reference can be made to this information by  ·th~ 
user: 
(a)  the date of submission  of 'the  notification  referred  to  m  Ar_ticle 8  and the  name  of the  respo~sible , 
person(s); 
(b)  information about the genetically modified micro-organi.sm(s): 
- the identity and characteristics of the genetically modified micro-organism(s), 
-. the purpose of the contained use or the nature of the product, 
- the host-vcaor system to be used (where applicable), 
- the culrure volumes to be used, 
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bc:-h3viour  and charaacristics of the micro-organism(s) in  the case of changes in  the conditions of 
c.onumment or of rclase to the environment.· 
overview  of  the  potential  haurds  :associated  with  the  release  of  the  micro-ocganism(s)  to  the 
environment, 
substances which are or may be produced in the course of  the use of  the micro-organism(s) other than the 
intended. produa; ' 
(c)  information about personnel: 
the maximum number of  persons working in the installation and the number of  persons who work directly 
with the micro-organism{s);  . 
(d)  information about the installation: 
the activity in which the micro-organism{s) is to be used, 
the technological processes used, 
a description of the sc:aions of the installation, 
the  predominant meteorological conditions, and specific  hazards arising  from  the  location of the 
inStallation; 
(c)  information about waste m.anagemem: 
types, quantities, and potential hazards of wastes arising from the use of the micro-organism(s). 
waste·· rll.anagement  techniques  used,  including recovery of liquid  or solid  wastes  .and  inaaivation 
methods, 
ultimate form and destination of inactivated wastes; 
(0  information about accident prevention ~d  emergency response plans: 
the _sources of hazards and conditions un<kr which accidents might OCOJr • 
the preventive measures applied such  as s.afecy equipment, alarm systems, containment methods and 
procedures and available resources, 
a description of information provided to workers. 
·- the information necessary for the competent authority to  enable them to draw up or  establish the necessary 
emergency response plans for use outside the .installation in accord.aocc '!Vith Article 14; 
{g)  a· comprehensive assessment (referred to in Article 6 (2)) of  the risks to human health and·the environment 
which might arise from the proposed contained use; 
. (h)  all ocher information required under Parts B and C if it is not already specified above. 
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COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  90/219/EEC  ON  THE 
CONTAINED  USE  OF  GENETICALLY  UOO IF I  ED  ORGANISMS 
EXPLANATORY  NOTES 
(to be  read  together  with  the  text of  the Directive) 
_.,, 
..  ' 
1 7-Preface 
EXPLANATORY  NOTES  FOR  COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  90/219/EEC 
ON  THE  CONTAINED  USE 
OF  GENETICALLY  MODIFIED  MICR0---0GRANISMS 
On  23.04.1990,  the  Council  of  the  European  Communities  adopted 
legislation  in  the  form  of  ·Directive  90/219/EEC  laying  down  the 
procedure  and  conditions  for  the  contained  use  of  genetically  modified 
micro---organisms  in  the  European  Community.  EC  Member  States  are 
obi ige·d  _to  implement  this  Community  legislation  at  the  latest  by  23 
October  1991. 
The  legal  text  of  the  Directive  is  published  in  all  the  Community 
languages  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities,  N"  L 
117,.  dated  8.5.1990  and  is  available  free  of  charge,.  as  are  all  the 
documents  referred  to  in  these  notes.  (The  Italian  and  Greek  texts of 
.the  Directive  were  subsequently  corrected  in  the  OJ  L  7,  10.1.91  and 
other  I inguistic corrections are sti I I  to  be  published). 
These  Explanatory  Notes  offer  practical  guidance  to  assist  in  the 
understanding  and  implementation  of  the  Directive.  Although  the 
guidance  is  based  on  legal  requirements,  it  is  not  intended  to  be  an 
authoritative  interpretation  of  the  law;  such  interpretation  can  only 
be made  by  the  European  Court of  Justice  ..  .  '\ 
18-1-
I" 
I 
I 
Preamble 
The  preamble  to  the Article of  the  Directive  summarizes  the  contents of 
the Articles  and  highlights  the significant points.  It  is  the  Articles 
that  lay  down  the  legal  requirements  but  the  preamble  can  help  clarify 
and  interpret  the  main  body of  the  legal  text. 
The  legal  basis  of  the  Directive  is  Article  130  of  the  Treaty 
establishing  the  European  Economic  Community.  which  states,  amongst 
others.  the  fo I lowing; 
"Act ion  by  the  Community  reI at i ng  to  the  environment  sha I I  have  the 
following objectives: 
( i)  to  preserve. 
environment; 
protect  and  improve  the  quality  of  the 
(i i)  to contribute  towards  protecting  human  health; 
( i i i )  to  c.a;:;ure 
resources. 
a  prudent  and  rational  utilization  of  natural 
Action  by  the  Community  relating  to  the  environment  shall  be  based  on 
the  principles  that  preventive  action  should  be  taken,  that 
env i ronmenta I  damage  shou I d  be  as  a  priority  be  rectified  at  source, 
and  that  the  pol Iuter  should  pay.  Environmental  protection 
requirements  shal J  be  a  component  of  the  Community's  other  policies. 
The  Community  shall  take  action  relating  to  the  environment  to  the 
extent  to  which  the  objectives  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  can  pe 
attained  better  at  Community  level  than  at  the  level  of  the  individual 
Member  States.  Without  prejudice  to  certain  measures  of  a  Community 
nature.  the  Member  States  shal I  finance  and  implement  the  other 
measur·es. 
The  Counci I,  acting  una.nimously  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  and 
after  consu It  i ng  the  European  Par I i ament  and  the  Economic  and  Socia I 
Committee,  shall  decide  what  action  is  to be  taken  by  the  Community. 
The  protective measures  adopted  in common  pursuant  to Article  130  shal I 
not  prevent  any  Member  State  from  maintaining  or  introducing  more 
stringent  protectiv.e measures  compat_ible  with  this Treaty." 
Article  1 ., 
The  object_ive_  of  this  Directive  is ·to  provide  a  harmonized  regulatory 
framework  for  all- Contained  Uses  of  GMMs  (for  both  experimental  and 
commercia I  purposes),  in  order  to  provide  for  the  protect ion  of  human 
health  and  the  environment. 
The  Directive  does  not  cover  contained  uses  of  higher  organisms  as 
such.  a I though  in  most  cases  the  work  with  higher  organisms  w  i I I  be 
covered  since  it will  be  preceded  by-modification  work  at  the  micro-
organism or  eel I  culture  level. \  .-·.  ...  .  . 
The  Commission  has  undertaken  to  keep  the  whole  biotechnology  sector 
under  review  and  make  appropriate proposals  to extend  the  scope of  this 
Directive  to genetica·lly modified  organisms.  In  the  meanwhile.  Member 
States may  maintain  and  adopt  national  measures,  in conformity with  the 
Treaty  and  any  rel~vant  Communi.ty  legislation,  regarding  the  contained 
use  of  genetically  modifie.d  organisms,  other  than  micro-organisms. 
until  Community  provisions are  adopted  concerning  them. 
Article  2 
(a)  This  definition  covers  micro-organisms  including  viruses  and 
viroids;  cell  cultures  and  tissue  cultures,  including  those  from 
plants  and  animals.  This  definition  does  not  cover  naked  rONA  and 
naked  r-plasmids. 
(c)  The  walls  of  a  laboratory  or  building  may,  in  some  circumstances, 
constitute physical  barriers. 
(d)  To  qualify  as  a  Type  A  operation,  an  activity  must  fulfil  two 
conditions;  its purpose  must  fall  within one  or  the  five categories 
indicated,  and  it  must  be  of  a  small  scale.  The  example  of  10 
litres  is  indicative  of  small  scale  but  not  binding.  More 
specific  guidance  is  being  developed  by  the  Commission  together 
with  the  Member  State authorities to clarify further  the  concept  of 
small  scale  for  the  purpose  of  Type  A  operations.  (Ref:  document 
XI/53S/91) 
Article  3 
Certain  GMMs  are  excluded  from  the  scope of. this Directive., 
Member  States  may·  maintain  or  adopt  national  measures,  in  conformity 
with  the  Treaty  and  relevant  Community  legislation, . regarding  the 
contained  use  of  those  genet i ca I I y  modified  m  i ere-organisms  to  which 
this Directive does  not  apply. 
Article 4 
For  the  purposes  of  the  Directive,  two  risk  groups  of  GMMs  are 
estab  I i shed,  Group  I  and  II  respective  I y,  using  as  the  basis  of  the 
cr i·ter Ia  of  Annex  II~  Any . GMM  used  in  a  specific  ope  rat ion  must  be . 
classified' in one of  the  two  groups,  Group  I  ·or  II. 
Further  guldelines  for·  interpreting Annex  II, both  for  Type  A  and Type 
B"'".oper·ation~ave .been  established  by  the  Commission  together  with.  the 
Member  State authorities  (OJ  L  23~. dated 28.8.91).  ·The Directive als9 
-provides  Member  State  authorities  -the  flexibi 1 ity  to  apply_ slightly 
different.  but  equivalent,  criteria ·ror  provisionally classifying  some 
GMMs  into Group  I, but  only·· for  GMMs  to be  used Jn  Type  A  operations. I 
Article  5 
Transport  of  GMMs  is  exc I  uded  from  the  D i rect·i ve  for  those  GMMs  which 
have  been  placed  on  the  market  under  Community  legislation  following  a 
specific  risk  asses.sment.  For  all  other  cases  of  GMMs.  transport  is 
excluded  as  regards  the  notification  procedures  and  containment 
measures,  but  not  as  regards  the  overall  ·scope  (as  defined  in 
Articles 1-4),  nor  the  requirement  to  make  a  risk  assessment 
(Article 6)  or  to  take  precautions  in  the  case  of  accidents 
(Articles 14-17).  However,  transport  is excluded  from  the  requirements 
of  Articles 7-12,  and  more  specific measures  for  transport  will  be  the 
subject of  separate  Community  legislation under  preparation. 
Article  6 
Member  States  have  the  obligation  both  to  take  measures  themselves 
(legal,  administrative  and  practical)  and  to  lay  down  measures  that 
need  to  be  taken  by  those  carrying out  a  contained  use of  GMM  in  order 
to  avoid  adverse  effects  on  human  hea I th  and  the  environment.  The 
measures  referred  to  cover  both  gene~~:  and  ~pecific measures.  and  can 
be  before or  during  a  contained use,  as  appropriate. 
In  order  to  ensure  that  adverse  effects  are  avoided,  alI  persons 
intending  to use  a  genetically modified micro-organism must  carry out  a 
prior  risk assessment  of  the  proposed operation  taking  into account  the 
factors  outlined  in  Annex  Ill  to  the  Directive.  A  summary  of  this 
assessment  is submitted  to  the authorities as  part of  the  notification. 
For  Type  A  operations  using  Group  I  organisms,  this  summary  is  only 
provided on  request,  as  no  notification  is submitted. 
A  full  record  of  the  assessment  is  kept  by  the  user  in  all  cases  and 
must  be  made  available on  the  request of  the  authorities. 
Article 7 
The  safety  principles  to  be  followed  and  measures.to  be  taken  are 
outlined  here.'  For  work  with  Group  II  organisms,  specific  containment 
categories are  fore~een  in·Annex  tV  to-ensure  a  high·  level  of safety. 
The  Commission  has  undertaken  to  keep  the  problems  relating  tQ  Type  A 
opera~ions ·under  review  and  to make  proposals.  if necessary.  to  sp~cify 
further  the  containment  measures  to  be  app I i ed  and  the.  criteria. for 
placing  Type  A  ·and  Type  B  operations  in  specific  containment 
ca-tegories;' 
The  usef :has  an obligation.to review containment  provisions  in order  to 
ensure  that  the  I a test  techn i ca  I  know I edge  is  incorporated  in  the 
measures  taken. 
Art  ·i c le  8 
When  .carrying  out ·work  with  GMMs  for  the  first  time  in  a  particular 
installation,  the  user  must  notify  the  competent  authori~y  so  to 
register  the  installation  and  allow  any  appropriate  controls  to  be 
carried out. 
If  an  insta-llation  notified  for  work  with  Group  I  GMMs  is  to  be  used 
for  work  with  Group  I I  GMMs,  a  new  notification must  be  mad~.· 
21_ Article 9 
Once  the  installation has  been  registered at  the  time  it  is first used, 
as outlined  in  Articles 8  and  11.4,  a  simplified procedure·is envisaged 
in  the  case  of  Type  A  operations  using  group  I  micro-organisms. 
Records  of  work  are  to  be  kept  and  made  ava i I able  to  the  competent 
authorities on  request. 
For  Type  8  operations  using  Group  GMMs,  a  notification  must  be 
forwarded  to  the  competent  authorities  containing  the  information 
required  in  the  relevant  part of  the Annex. 
Article  10 
Anyone  wishing  to undertake either  a  Type  A or  a  Type  B operation using 
Group  ·1  I  GMMs  must  submit  a  notification  to  the  authorities  containing 
the  information out I ined  in  this Article and  in  the  relevant  annexes. 
Article  11 
Competent  authorities  for  the  contained  use  of  GMMs  must  be  designated 
by  Member  States~  by  23.10.1991  at  the  latest.  If  competent 
authorities  are  not  designated  by  that  date  in  a  Member  State. 
infringement  procedures  for  non-compliance  with  the  Directive  will  be 
started  by  the  Commission.  Annex  I  of  these  explanatory  notes  gives 
details of  the  authorities so  far  formally  designated  in  the  Community 
according  to Directive 90/219/EEC. 
The  competent  authorities  are  responsible  for  exam1n1ng  the 
notificat_ions  and  its  conformity 7  including  the  correctness  of  the 
classification  made  and  the  risk  assessment  carried  out  by  the  user, 
and  can  request  further  information  if  appropriate.  The  authorities 
are  also  responsible  for  issuing  an  approva'l  ·of  the  install at ion  or 
activity,  ·where  appropriate,  and  for  placin~  conditions-.  on  the 
contained use,  where  necessary. 
When  an  installation  is  notified  to  the  authorities  (first  time  use), 
if  it  is  to  be  used  for  work  with  Group  I  GMM  only,  it  can  be 
considered  as  approved  if  no  i nd i cat ion  to . the  contrary  is- r~ce  i ved 
from  the  competent  authority within  90  days of  the  _submission-.  ·If  the-
installation  ..  is  to  be  used  for  work  with  Group·  II  GMMs,·-a.  written 
consent  must  be  given  by' the authorities within this 90 day  period. 
When  specif..lc  Type  8  operations·  are  to  be· carried  out  with  Group  J.. 
GUMs,· or  Typ~A operations  with  Group  II  GMMs,  notification  has  to  be_ 
submitted  as  specified  under  Article  9.2  and  10.1,  and  the  operati~n 
can  go  ahead  if  no  indication  to  the  contrary  is  received- from  the 
au~horites within 60  days. 
If  the  ope  rat ion  is  of  Type  8  with  Group  II  organisms.  ·.a  specific 
written  consent  needs  to  b·e  given  within  90  days  of  submission  of  the 
notification. 
22. I 
Article  12 
Even  after  the  notification  has  been  submitted,  or  even_approved,  the 
notifier sti II  has  the responsibility to provide  to the authorities any 
additional  information  which  could  have  significant  consequences  for 
the  risk  posed.  If  the  GMM  used  is  reclassiffed  in  another  Group  or 
another  GMM  is  used  in  the operation,  the  authorities must  be  notified 
immediately  and  the  appropriate  steps  must  be  taken.  The  competent 
authority  also  has  the  possibility  to  come  back  to  the  notifier  and 
require  modification  of  the  terms  of  the  use  or  suspension  or 
termination  of  the  activities,  if  this  is  considered  necessary 
following  the availability of  new  information  concerning  risks. 
Article  13 
Member  States  have  the  possibility  to  make  wider  consultations 
concerning  any  aspect of  a  contained use,  provided  that  confidentiality 
is  respected  as outlined  in  Article  19. 
Article  14 
The-Directive  places  a  requirement  on  the  authorities  to ensure  that 
emergency  pI ans  are  drawn  up,  where  necessary,  before  an  operation 
commences,  and  that  information  on  safety  is  made  available  to  all 
those  I iable  to  be  affected,  as  wei I  as  to  other  Member  State 
authorities. 
Article  15 
The  Directive  places  an  obligation  on  th~  user  to  notify  the 
authorities  in  case of  an  accident. 
Competent  Authorities  must  ensure  that  the  necessary  emergency,  medium 
and  long  term  measur~s are  taken  and alert  any  other  Member  State which 
could  be  affected  by  an  accident  and  take  the  necessary_steps  to avoid 
similar  accidents  in  future. 
Article  16 
Provision  is  made ·for  Member  States  to .consult  each  other .. concerning 
.ace  i dent·  prevent ion  and  dea  'ring  with  ace i dents.  . A  procedure  for: a 
system  for· exchange·  of  information  has  been  established  by  the 
Commission  together  with  Member  States  Authorities.  (Ref:·  document 
X I /642/90)  _;~  .  '  .. -- " 
Article  17 
Inspections  and  other  control  measures  are  ·important  -to  ensure 
compl ;·ance,  and.  there  is  an  obi igation  on  Member_ States  to  plan  for 
these. -
Article  18 
·A  'first  r·eport  from  Member  States  summarizing  . experiences_- with  the 
Directive  is  to be  sent  annually  to  the Commission  regularly,  the first 
time  being  1  September  1992.  The  Commis~ion wll·l  subsequently  pub I ish 
its  own  _summary  report,  the  firs,··time  be-ing< in  1993 •.. Sugg_ested 
out I ines  for  the Member  States summary  reports wi  II  be  provided. 
23. Article  19 
The  confidentiality  provasaons  outlined  in  this Article are of  extreme 
importance.  The  Commission  has  established  together  with ·the  .Member. 
States  authorities  a  system  of  specific  security  procedures  and 
measures  to  ensure .. the  protect ion  of  confident i a  I  information  at  a II 
levels. 
The  Commission  has  the  responsibility  to  ensure  that  the 
conf 1  dent i a I it  y  provisions  are . adhered  to  and  absence  of  sui tab I  e 
measures  In  Member  States will  be  consid~red as  an  infringement.  One 
practical  effect of  this will  be  that confidential  information wit I  not 
be  received  by  that  Member  States  from  the  Commission  or  other  Member 
States. 
At  the  same  time.  it  is also  important  that certain  information  is made 
available  as·outlined  in  Article  19.4.  The  Commission  is  establishing 
together  with  the  Member  State  authorities,  guidance  concerning  this 
aspect. 
Article  20 
As  new  technical  information  becomes  avai table,  it  is  foreseen  that 
some  of  the  annexes  wi  I I  be  adapted  to  technical  progress. 
Article  21 
The  Committee  foreseen  to assist  the  Commission,  has  several  important 
functi-ons,  as  outlined  in  the  o·irective.  It  will  be  chaired  by  the 
Commi~sion, consist of  representatives  formally  appointed  by  the Member 
States,  and  will  operate  according  to  the  internal  rules  it  adopted  at 
its first meeting on ·s  July  1991  in  Brussels.  (Ref~ Document  Xl/325/91) 
The  votes  of  Member  States  in  the  Committee  are·  weighted  as  follows: 
Belgium 5,  Denmark  3,  Germany  10,  Greece  5,  Spain 8,  France  10,  Ireland 
3,  Italy 10,  Luxembourg  2,  Netherlands 5,  Portugal  5  and  United  Kingdom 
10. 
To  b~ adopted,  a  proposal  put  to  the  Committee  by  th~ Commission  must 
receive  54 votes  in  favour. 
Article·22 
The  implementation date of  23  October  1991  was  the  deadline  for  Member 
States  ··to·  .. ~~t their own  legislation.  In  order  to be  implemented ·in· a 
Member ·state,  the Directive has  to be  transposed  in  its entirety and  in 
all  the  regions of  a  Member  State. 
If  a  Member  State does  not  implement  fully or  correctly  the Directive, 
the  Commission  wi II  take'  the  necessary  steps . to  start  infringement ·' 
procedures as foreseen  under  Article 169 of  the Tieaty. 
Member  States  have  to  officially  inform_ the  Commission. of  their 
legislation  as  soon  as  they  adopt  it.  Once  the  Commission  has  been 
informed  of  legislative measures  taken.  it ·will· examine  them  to ensure 
ct>nformity·  with  the  Directive.  If  there  is  no  conformitY •.  Member 
·states will .·be  notified and  asked  to  take  the  necessary. measures.  If 
they  do  not  comply, ·infringement  procedures will  be started.:·." 
24_ 
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Article  23 
The  Directive  i~  a  piece  of  legislation  ~ddressed only  to  the  Member 
States governments who  in  turn are  responsible  for  taking  the  necessary 
action  for  implemeptation. 
.  ;.,._ 
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COMPETENT  AUTHORITIES  FORMALLY  APPOINTED 
BY  MEMBER  STATES  TO  BE  RESPONSIBLE  FOR 
THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  DIRECTIVE  90/219/EEC 
The  Ministry of  Environment 
Slotsholmsgade  12 
OK  - 1216  KOBENHAVN  K 
Ministry of  Labour 
National  Labour  Inspection Service 
Landskronagade  33-35 
OK  - 2100  COPENHAGEN  0 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY 
The  full  list  of  Competent  Authorities  of  the  Federal  Republic  is 
annexed.  The  Authority  acting  as  a  contact  poin~  with  the .COmmission 
is: 
Bundesministerium  fUr-Gesundheit 
Referat  353 
o·- .5000  BONN  2 
SPAIN  (provisional  appointment) 
-,_  Secretar i a de  Est  ado para  I  as Po I it  i cas de Agues 
y.Medio  Amb~nte 
Pa·seo  de  Ia ·~tel  lana 67 
E - 28071  MADRID 
FRANCE 
Ministere  de  I'Environnement 
DEPPR 
14.  Bd.  du Generai_Leclerc 
F  - 92524  NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE 
Ministere de  Ia  Recherche 
DGRT 
1.  Rue  Descartes 
F  - 75231  PARIS  CEDEX 
........ 
?6_ ITALY  (provisional  appointment) 
Ministero della Sanita 
Via Sierra Nevada  60 
I  - 00144  ROMA 
NETHERLANDS 
Ministry of  Housing,  Planning  and  Environment  Protection 
Directorate General  for  Environment  Protection 
Postbus  450 
NL  - 2260  MB  LEIDSCHENDAM 
PORTUGAL 
Direccao Geral  aualidade Ambiente 
Rua  seculo 51-1. 
P  - 1200  LISBOA 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Health  and Safety  Executive 
Baynards  House 
1,  Chepstow Place 
UK  - LONDON  W2  4TF 
Department  of  the  Environment 
Romney  House 
43  Marsham  St. 
UK  - LONDON  SW1  3PR 
BELGIUM 
Flemish  Region 
Administrat ie Mn ieu,  Natuur  en 
Landinrichting 
Kunst 1  aan  43 · 
B- 1040 Bruxelles 
Wallonian  Region 
Direction Generate des Ressources 
naturelles et de  I'Environnement  _ 
.Division -de  la·Pr,vention des  Pol~utions · 
Avenue  Albe[t .1,  187 
B  .:..  5000 Na~ 
Brussels-Capital  Reaion 
lnstitut bruxellois pour  Ia gestion 
.de  I'Environnement 
Avenue  Louise.149 
B- 1050 Bruxel1es 
Contact  Point: 
Institute of· Hygiene  and  Epidemiology 
Biosafety  rONA  and  Biotechnology 
J.  Wytsmanstraat  14 
a·~ 1050 Bruxelles  ·. 
/ 
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27_ FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERUANY  - FULL  LIST  OF  CQUPETENT  AUTHORITIES 
COMPETENT  UINISTRIES 
Baden-Wilrttemberg 
Ministerium  fur  Umwelt 
Kernerplatz  9 
D  - 7000 Stuttgart  1 
Bayern 
Bayerisches Staatsministerium  fUr 
Landesentwicklung  und  Umweltfragen 
Postfach 810  140 
D - 8000  Milnchen  81 
Ber I in 
Senatsverwaltung  fUr  Stadtent-
wicklung  und  Umw~ltschutz 
Lentzeallee 12-14 
D- 1000 Berlin 33 
Senatsverwaltung  fUr  soziales 
Abt.  V 
An  der  Ura~~ 4-10 
0-... - 1000  Ber~n 30 
Brandenburg 
Ministerium  fUr  Umwelt. 
- Naturschutz  und  Raum()rdnung 
-- _ Albert-Einstein~Str. 42-46 
D ~ 1591  Potsdam 
Freie und  Hansestadt  Bremen 
Senator  fUr  Gesundheit 
B  i rkenstraBe  34 
D - 2800  Bremen  1 
COMPETENT  AUTHORITIES  FOR 
NOTIFICATIONS  AND  AUTHORISATIONS 
Regierungsprasidium 
Konrad-Adenauer-Str.  10 
0  - 7400  Tilbingen 
Regierung  von  Oberbayern 
Maximilianstr.  39 
0  - 8000  MOnchen  22 
Regierung  von  Oberfranken 
Ludwigstr.  20 
o - 8580  Bayreuth 
Regierung  von  Unterfranken 
Peterplatz  9 
o - 8700  wurzburg 
Senatsverwaltung  fUr  Stadtent--
wicklung  und  Umweltschutz 
LindenstraBe  2Q-25 
D- 1000 Berlin-61 
Senatsverwaltung  fUr  soziales 
Urania  4-10 
D ·- 100 Berlin 33 
lnstitut  fUr  Arbeitsschutz und 
Arbeitsmedizin der  Landes 
Brandenburg 
An  den  ~opfweiden  ~0 
D - 1561  Potsdam  _-
Senator .. fUr  Gesundheit 
B  i rkeristr. · 34 
D - 2800  Bremen  1 
/c. Freie und  Hansestadt  Hamburg 
Umweltbehorde  Hamburg 
Hammer  Land  Str.  12-14 
o - -2000  Hamburg  26· 
Hessen 
Hessicher  Minister  fUr  Umwelt. 
Energie  und  Bundesangelegenheiten 
Oostojewskistr.  4 
o  - 6200 Wiesbaden 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
Sozialministerium 
Werderstr.  124 
0- 2750  Schwerin 
Niedersachsen 
Niedersachisches Umweltministerium 
Archivstraae·2 
D - 3000  Hannover  1 
Nordrhein-Westfalen 
Ministerium  fUr  umwelt. 
Raumordnung  und  Landwirtschaft 
Schwannstr.  3 
D - 4000  DUsseldorf  30 
Umweltbehorde  Hamburg· 
Hammer  Land Str.  12-14 
o - 2000  Hamb~rg 26 
Regierungsprasident  GieBen  . 
Land-Graf-Philipp-Piatz  3-7 
D - 6300  GieBen 
sozialministerium,  Ref.  311 
Werderst r.  124 . 
D- 2750  Schwerin 
Bezirksregierung Braunschweig 
Dezernat  204 
Bohlweg  38 
D - 3300  Braunschweig 
Bezirksregierung Hannover 
Oezernat  234 
Am  Waterlooplatz  1 
o - 3000  Hannover  1 
Regierungsprasident Arnsberg 
Seiberstr.  1 
D- 5160  Arnsberg_2 
Regierungsprasident  DUsseldorf 
··cec i I i ena I I ee 30 
o - 4000 DUsseldorf  30 
Regierungsprasident.MUnster 
Domplatz  1/3 
0  - 4400 MUnster 
Reg i erungspras·i dent  Detmo I d 
Leopoldstr.  13/15 
o- 4930'Detmold 
Regierungsprasident  Koln 
Zeughausstr.  4/10 
o - sooo  Koln  1 
29. Rheinland-Pfalz 
Ministerium  fUr  Umwelt 
Kaiser-Friedrich-Str.  7 
o - 6500  Mainz  1 
Saarland 
Ministerium  filr  Umwelt 
Hardenbergerstr.  17 
o - 6600  Saarbrilcken 
Sachsen 
Staatsministerium  filr  Umwelt 
und  Landesentwicklung 
Ostra-Aitee  23 
o - 8010  Dresden 
Sachsen-Anhalt 
Ministerium  fur  Umwelt  und 
Naturschutz  des  Landes  Sachsen-Anhalt 
Postfach  3769 
o - 3010 Magdeburg 
Schleswig-Holstein 
Minlster  fUr  Natur,  Umwelt  und 
Landesentwicktung  des  Landes 
Schleswig-Holstein 
Postfach 6209 
D - 2300  Kiel  14 
Thuringen 
Ministerium  fUr  Soziales und 
Gesundheit 
Werner-Seelenbtnderstr.  14 
0  - 8085  Erfurt 
Landesamt  fUr  Umweltschutz  und 
Gewerbeaufsicht 
Amtsgerichtsplatz  1 
0  - 6504  Oppenheim 
Ministerium  fUr- Umwelt 
Hardenbergerstr.  17· 
o - 6600  SaarbrUcken 
Staatsministerium  fUr  Umwelt 
und  Landesentwicklung 
Ostra-AII ee  23 
0  - 8010  Dresden 
Bezirksregierung Magdeburg 
Olvenstedter Str.  1/2 
D - 3010  Magdeburg 
Ministerium  fUr  Natur,  Umwelt 
und  Landesentwicklung des  Landes 
Schleswig-Holstein 
Postfach  6209 
0  - 2300  Ki~l  14 
.·  Ministerium  fUr  Soziales und 
Gesundheit 
Werner-Seelenbinderstr.; 14 
D - 8085  Erfurt" 
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1.  Ba·ck:ground 
GUIDANCE  FOR 
IDENTIFI:CATION  OF  TYPE  A OPERATIONS 
AcCoRD I·NG  TO  DIRECTIVE  90/2l9/EEC 
XI/535/91-Rev.1 
Ar-ticl:e  2(d)  of  the  Dir·ective  defines  a  Type  A  ope·rati:on  as  any 
operation  used  for  teaching~  research~  development~  or  non~ 
Industrial  or  non-commercial  purposes  and  which  is  of  a  small 
scale.  Both  the  conditions  of  purpose  and  of  small  scale  need  to 
be  fulfilled at  the  same  time.  Culture  volume  of  10  litres or  less 
is gIven  as  an  ex  amp l:e  of  sma II  sea I e  In  the  Direct  i v:e.  It shou I d 
be  c:l:ear  tha.t  Cl:llture  v.olume  is  not  the  only  fact:or  determ·ining 
whether  an  opera:ti:on  is  Type  A.  In  fact.  the  purpose  of  the 
operation  is  very  important.  e .. g  ..  whether  it  is  research  work  in 
laboratory  facilities.  or  whether  the  purpose  is  to  opt~mize 
productton parameters-under  production conditions. 
Type  A  operations  are  typically  characterised  by  work  with  small 
numbers  of  organisms  under · good  I abo·ra·to~y  practice  and  unde·r 
rIgorous  surve I I I ance  and  con:t ro  Is.  The. work  can  be  basic  sc i:ence 
or  appl led  research.  carried  ou-t  either  in  a  uni.versity_  laboratory 
or  in  the  I aboratory  of  a  commercia I  fIrm  w.i th  the  purpose  o·f 
crea:ti·ng  a  process  t-or  industrial  or  commerci:al- exptoftation. 
Those  ope·rat i:ons  whIch  do  no:t  fu If  i I  the  criteria  tor  . Type  A 
operatIons ·  are  ca:tegorised  as  Type  B  opera1: ions..  A  . Typ:e  B 
operation  Is  frequently  carried  out  either  in  a  full  sca·le 
product ton  p l:ant  o·r  In  a  pI lot pI ant  f"ac i I i ty  •  . 
·Type  B  op~t  Ions  wi I I  in· the  m_ai·n  be  car·r i:ed  out  under·  ·industrial 
conditions.  Usua,ly  producti~n volume  is considerably greater  than 
in  Type  A  operations.  and  operattonal  conditions  are  different. 
Where  a  Type  a·  operation  is  industrial  producti:on.  this  is 
characterized  by  beIng  a  process  or  se·r i:es  of  processes  ~·hat  ar~ 
repeated  again ·and  again. with  I it:t l:e  or  no· changes  in  process 
conditions  an~  w~ich  lead  to  a  product  that  is  eith~r  put  on ·the 
ma·rJcet  or used  as  raw mater l a I  somewhere  in  the  product ton •. 
31 The  D·lrec:tlve  stlput:ates  that  Type  A  operations  using  Group 
organ  i:sms  and  talc i·ng  pI  ace  In  not If  led  i ns:ta'l l:a.t ions  can  proceed 
wi ttrout  any  sp~c  if  i c  not if  i ca.t ion  of  the  competen:t· · au.thor it  ies. 
The  user  has  to  keep  records  of  the  work  carr led  out.  and  these 
must  be  made  ava i I ab I e  to  the  competent  au-thor i_-ty  on  reques:t 
(Article  9.  paragraph  1).  Type  A  operations  with  Group  II 
organ  i:sms  need  to be  not if  1  ed. 
The  Directi.ve  requires  notification  procedures  for  all  Type  B 
ope  rat ions.  -and  for  those  usIng  Group  II  organIsms  the  user  ha:s  to 
wait  for  the  consent  of· the  competen-t  author It  les  as  spec if  led  in 
Art i c l:e  11 . 
2..  o I f f  I cu I t las  In de·f f·n t·ng  sma I I  sea I e 
The  definition of  small  scale  wlde.ly  acceptable  in  many  coun.tries 
since  the  end  of· the  1970s  has  been  ferment:at ion  in  volumes  of  10 
lltres  or  l:ess.·  In  a  maJority  of  appl i:cations.  this  volume 
indicat ton  has  ·been  a  useful  and  well  understood  guide.l ine. 
Exper i:ence  has  so  far  shown  that  many  research  and  deve l:opment 
appllcat Ions  do  no:t  exceed  10  I  in  vol.ume. 
It must  however  be  recognized  that  the  10  I  guidance  cannot  a~ways 
be  appl led  for  defining small  scale  and  has  certain  limitations: 
i)  It  only  involves  the  fermentation  volume  and  make:s  no 
reference·to  the  number  of  recombinant ·organisms present. 
i i)  It  does  not  take  into  account  the  need  to  carry  out 
research  tria  Is  in  fermenters  with  a  capacity  grea.te·r  than 
10  I itres.  which  may  be  necessary  because  of  the  growth 
cha·racter i st  i cs of  the organ  I sm  .• 
Ill)  The  10  f i tres  1·nd I ca:t ton  re l:a.tes  rna 1  n I y  t:o  I i:qu I d  medIa-
batch  fermen.ta.t ion  in  _l:abora:tory  vesse Is  •.  However.  other . 
techniques  are  used  in  research.  such  as  continuous 
fermen.ta.t ion·.  reverse  osmos l:s.  sol i:c;i.  med i ~  cui tures . and . 
propagation  in anima l:s- and  pI an:ts. 
IV')  The·re  are  diffl:culties  In making  a  I f·nk  between _v.olume  and 
risk  an.d  also  in  deciding  wha.t  ""small  scale·A  i:s  for. t~e. 
purpose  of  safety  measures  and  p·rocedures  to .be  followed, 
when  the: operation  .lnv.olves  the ·use  of  multipt·e ··small 
.s;onta i ners  (e -9··  a  ser  i=es  of  f I asks  1  n  shaking  cuI ture 
~-elberlments  or  a  number  of··-smal.l-·termen"tors.-.. -in  seri:es)_. 
Even  when  the  vo  I ume  of  any  sIng  I e  ·  f  I ask  ·doe~  not  exceed 
one  I itre_.  the  total  volume  of  an  operation  could  well  be·· 
25-50. I. 
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3.  Th·e  need  for  3  f lo:x l·b 1·e  approach  to sm3 I 1  seale  de·f 1·n It  ton  for  Typ6  3 3 
A  ooera.tlons 
Many  research  and  development  operations  are  carried out  at  a  small 
scale  not  grea:ter  than  the  10  exampl:e  giv-en,  and  for  many 
procaryotic  host  systems  In  par~lcular,  the  tO  litre  Indication  is 
valid  and  applicable.  However,  It has  to be  recognized  that  there 
are  spec I a I  cases  where  the·re  Is  a  need  In many  aspe:cts  of  research 
to  work:  with  l:arger  volumes •. An  example  Is  the  development  of  ne:w 
yeast  straIns  where  laboratory  fermenters  In  excess  of  lOO  II  tres 
are  used..  Such  work  cou I d  be· cons.l de  red  sma I I  sea I e  unt i I  sea 1  ed 
up  for  pilot  .Plant  purposes.  Furthe·r  examples  are  bottom 
fe·rmentat lon  by  yeasts  which  cannot  be  slmulate:d  In  a  10  I  v.essel, 
the  study  of  genes  whIch  are  on I y  weak I y  expressed,  anaerobic 
fe·rmentation  or  other  work  with  slow  growing  GMMs  and  expe·rfmen.tal 
· fe·rmentat ion  to  p·roduce  proteins  f·or  further  research.  Although 
the  organisms  are  usua I I y  in  Group  I •  there  cou I d  be  a  need  for 
research  wIth  Group  II  organIsms  to  be  car-r l:ed  ou.t  in  v.o:l.umes 
grea:ter  than  lO  I  e.g.  ·the  s.tudy  of  the  passage  of  genetically 
modifi:ed microorganisms  pathogenic  t:o  fly  larvae  through  a  model  o·f 
·the  alimentary  system  of  ruminants  -o·r  research  using  mod·tfied 
animal  cell  cultures  for  developing  vaccines. 
All  this  points  to  the  need  for  a  fl=exlble  interpretation of  small 
sea I e.  Howev.er,  even  though  •sma II  sea I e·"  Is a  reI  a:t i.ve  concept  as 
compared  to  I arge  sea l:e,  it  is  a  ques.t ion  of  I e:ga I  i·n,terp·retat ion 
to  decide  by  how: much  the  ex  amp l=e  of  1 0  I  i·n  the  D  i r ec.t i ve  may  be 
exce:eded. 
Flexibl I lty  i·n  the  vol.umes  conside·red  as  .. small.  scale"  is  important 
in  certai·n  ..  areas  of  activity  such  as  brew"i"ng  because  of  the 
organ i:sms  used,  ; but  It  does  not  seem  poss i:b+e  t:o  provide  any 
particular  guidance  per  sec.to·r  at  this  s:tage  since  so  much  is 
dependent  on  the operatton  itself and  the organism used-
It· should  be  highlighted  that  the  actual  volume  of  ferme~tation  is 
no:t  a  suf.flci:ent  criterium  for  dlscrimina~·ing  between  non-, 
production  (- non-Industrial)  and.  non~commerclal  activities on  one 
·hand  and  product Jon/commercIa I J  za:t ion  on  the  other.  Wor l:d  markets 
for  rare  hormones,  monoclonal  antibodies  and  special  enz~m~s  coul~ 
well  be  met  bY·.small:  scale  productions.  The  purpose  of  the 
activity,  and  the conditions  under.w~_i:ch it i:s  carried ollt are very 
important  elemenis. 
4.  ·Guidance.:~ I dent ifyt·ng Tyee  A ooerat Ions 
W"en  dectdi·ng  whe.ther  an  operation  f·or  research.  development,  e.tc. 
Is Type  A  even  though  Its vol.ume  e:xceeds  the  10  I  indi:cative ftgure 
In Directive 90/2.19,  some  general ·and  ·some  spe:cific  considerations 
should  be  taken  into account:  · A.  Genera I  Cons I de·r at  i:ons 
(I)  Information submitted  for  th·e  first use of  an  ins.tall=ation 
When  a  J:lart I cuI ar  I nsta  I I at I on  Is  to  be  used  for  the  f i rs:t 
time  f·or  operations  f·nvolvlng  contained  use  of  m·icro-
organisms.  the user  submits  a  notification  t:o  the  Competent 
Authority· (Article  8.)  containing·  the  information  required 
In  the  reI  evant  parts  of  Annex  V- The  qua I I ty  o·f 
Information  provi:ded  on  the  facilities  and  procedures.  and 
on  the microorganIsm  to be  used  (Gr·oup  I  or  Group  II etc.). 
wll I  be:  important  for  the  COmpetent  Authorities  when 
cons i:der i ng  the  c I asss If  i cation  into  Type  A  or  Type  B 
ope·r at i:oris. 
(I i)  TraIning  and  Management  Pract t·ces 
{ i i i) 
Where  education  of  the  staf'f  and  management  are  we II 
established,  the  operat i:onal  procedures  are  I ik:el.y  to  be 
handl~d more  precisely  and  delicate  than  on  premises  where 
laboratory  management  has  a  low  priority.  This  could 
influence  the  acceptabll tty  of  a  larger  experimental 
volume. 
Type  of general  oversight  practiced by  the  authorities 
In  countr i as  where  the  authoritIes  use  the  poss ib iIi  ties 
provi:ded  by  the  legislation to have  a  clear  ov.erview of all 
Type  A  activItIes  for  both  Group  I  and  Group  I I  act i.v·i ties 
{e.g.  by  requesting  registered  installations  to  send  in  an 
annual  retro-active  notification  for  Group  I  Type  A 
activities),.  it  will  be  easier  for  the  authorities  to 
implement  a  more  flexibl:e  approa·ch  towards  the  de·fi·nition 
of  sma II  "sea l:e ... 
The  legal  and  practical  posslbllitl~s for  inspections,.  and 
the  quality  and  frequency  of  the  inspections  which 
competent  authorities are  able  to undertake,  will  also  have 
an  tmpac.t  on  how  flexible they  feel  they  can  be  on  defining 
"small  seal~".  since  the  operating. conditions  .will  be 
subject  to some  superv·tsion  l f  inspect i:ons  are carr ie:d  out. 
B.  More specific points to consider 
..  (I)- -.. :~prac.tlce and  conditions of operation 
Whe:ther  l:abora:tory  practices  or  industrial  p·ractices  are 
used  should  be  ·an  Important  determini·ng  factor  for 
cons i:der  ~ ng  h i:gher  vo  I umes  as  Type  A  oper  at ions  .•. ·If·. h i:ghe·r 
volumes  .are  used,  it  must  be  possible.  to  render  the 
organisms  inactive'·. easily·.  by  standaid  laboratory 
decontamination methods.: I 
(  i i) 
( i i i) 
The  possibility  to  contain  splllagos  and  downstream 
hand I i ng 
Other  t~ings  being  equal,  it  is  easier  to  prevent 
accidentaJ  spi lis  and  releases  of  microorganisms  from  a 
smal I  volume  than  from  a  great  one.  If greater  volumes  are 
used,  add it  i:ona I  precautIons  may  need  to  be  taken..  l n 
pr inc  i p I e.  the  reI  ease  of  genet i.e a I I y  mod·i f  i ed 
ml~roorganisms  from  a  Type  A  contained  use  should  be 
minimized  in  order  t:o  I imit  the  con.tact  w·ith  man  and  the 
environmen~ •. For  that  purpose  the  treatment  of  spills  and 
d I sposa 1  s  strou I d  be  we.ll  organ I zed. 
Whe:ther  there  Is  downstream  p-rocessing  after  the 
fermentation  stage  (e  •. g.  for  ext-racting  the  organism)  or 
not,  is  a  fa-ctor  that  needs  to be  talcen  Into consideration. 
Physi~al  Conditions  and  Contai·nment 
For  the  safety of  Type  A  ope·rati·ons  the  technical  stat~,oi 
the  general  laboratory  facilities  and  equipment  are 
Important  factors.  The  standard  of  the  facilities  will 
have  an  impact  on  their  sultabi I ity  to  handle  larger 
volumes  as  a  Type  A  operation.  The  containment  tevel  used 
Is  also  an  Important  factor  to consider,  t·n  particular  for 
Group  II 'operat tons.  1  f  the  contaInment  prov i:s tons  and  the 
equ i pmen.t:  are  we I I  adapted  to  hand I e  I arger  v.o:l.umes.  it 
will  be  easier  t:o  consider  an  operation  as  a  Type  A 
ope-rat i:on . 
(iv)  Culture density 
Micro-organisms.  have  different  growth  charac.te·ri:stics. 
Whe·re  numbe·rs  of  cells  per  volurnel__unl t  i:s  l:ow  during  the 
fermenta.t ion  proc~ss  It  might  be  regarded  as  a  useful 
Indicator;  additional  to  vo:l.ume  to  be  used  in  detenn·ining 
"sma l I  seale" 
(~)  Type of operation  . 
The  exac:t  purpose  of  the  ope·ratt.on  should  be  examined- It 
may.  for  e.xamp l:e .,  be  appropr i a.te  to  i·nd i cate  that  for 
teaching;purp:oses  It  is pertinent  not  to  work  with  large·r 
volumes of  contaminated broth,  either  in batch  or·  c:ontinous 
-~f~enta.~lon.  The  ·flexibility  ·i·n  volume  may  need  to  be 
sp~clfic  to  some  of  the  actlviti:es  described  i·n  the 
definition of. Type  A. 
(vi)  Type  of media/tYpe of  fermentatton 
When  continuous  fermentation  is  used,  the  total  amount  o·f 
contam·i nated  mater I a I  produced  per  act t.v·i ty  shou I d  be  used 
_in·  calcu;ating  volumes.  tt  is  ·difficult· to  determine 
specific.votumes for solid media.  In any  case; solid media 
shoul:d  be  used  in  ·standard  laboratory  equipment  and 
contam·inated  medi:a  should  be  disposed  after  autoclaving  or 
incineration.  Contaminated  animals  or  pl:ants  should  be 
effectively contained  and  disposed. 
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XI /642/90- Fin 
Proposal  tor a  .Community-wide  system  for  exchange of 
Jnformat ion on  accl:dents 
1·n  accordance wIth  0 I r·ect l.ve  90/219/EEC 
(Article 16) 
r·n:t roduct i·on 
Directtv:e  90/219/EEC  contains  a  number  of  importan:t  prov•stpns 
concerning  accidents,  covering  acci:dent  prevention~  Information  to 
those  I iabl:e  to  be  affected  by  an  accident.  emergency  measures  to  be 
taken  In  case  of  accident.  reporting  of  acci~ents by  the  users  to  the 
nat lona  I  author it  i:es,  reporting  of  ace I dents  by  the  nat i:ona I 
authorities  to  other  Member  States  and  the  Commissi:on.  and  the 
establishment  by  the  COmmi:ssion  of  a  register of  accidents. 
This  document  Is  concerned  only  with  par~ of  the  provisions  concerning 
ace i dents  and  proposes  a  system  f·or  ·ox  change  of  information  and 
exchange of experience at  COmmunity  level  between~the Member  States  and 
the  Commisston,  as  speclfi:ed  by  Article  16 of Directive 90/219/EEC-
For  the  purpose  of  the  information  exchange  syst6m,  the  directive 
defInition of  accl:dent  Is  considered  adequate.  This  defines  .. accident·  .. 
as ...  any  Incident  Involving  a  signlfi:can.t  and·  unintended-. release  of 
gene.tlcall.y  modified  micro-organisms  J·n  the  course  of  their  contained 
use  whIch  cou I d  present  an  immediate  or  de I ay·ed  hazard  to  human  heat th 
or  the environment". 
With  respect  to  accident  repor~ing  and  information  excnange,  .the 
o  i recti  v-e  spec if  i:es  that.  .  .. 
(I) Member  States must 
\  ' 
ensur~hat a  user  immediatel.y  informs  the  competent  authority.-__ 
. In· the  e~ent. of  an  acci.derit,  prov-i:ding _speci f  i<;ld · i·ntormation;  · ·  :  ·.  '· 
ensure  that  appropri-ate  _emergency  measures  are  taken;·  __ 
al:ert  immedi:a.tely  any  Member  State  whi:ch  could  be  affected  by 
an  accident; 
collect  information  for  a  full  analy-si:s ."of· th~ :accident;  ..  make-.;~·.:_-,:_:_.-~.::  ·.,  ·::.-.-<_  .. ' 
recommendations  .to  av.oid  simi .lar. acciderrts -.and-·: I bm.it-: their.·.··  ....  ~·_· 
effects; 
consu It  in  advance  with  o:ther.  · Member .:  .. States .  I i (::lb l:e  ; . to  ·be::··;·,·.: ... -_;-:.  --.-.. 
affected  by· an  accide·nt  in -the·:.- drawing_·up~·_and  .. ~.'i.mpfementation2~.-Y-~--~~ -~.):_~·.-.>. 
.  :  ..  ·.  _.· ... -.:  - '  _.,.· ...  :·l'.  .  ·_ .. 
of  emergency  plans; I 
41 -. 
inform  the  Commission  as  soon  a·s  possible  of  any .accident  and  3 7 
provide  specified  informatton,  an  analyst~ of  the  accident,  and 
recommendatIons  to  avoid  similar  accidents  and  I ilmit  their 
effects. 
<  I I )  The  Comrn I ss  l:on 
shall  establish,  t·n  consultation  with  the  Member  S.tates,  a 
procedure  f.or  e~change  of  Information  on  accidents  and 
emergency  plans; 
sha I I  se:t  up  and  keep  a:t  the  d·i sposa I  of  the  Member  States  a 
reglst~r of accidents  whl~h have  occured,  including an  analysis 
of  the  causes  of  the  ace I dents,  experIence  ga f·ned  and  measures 
taken  to avoid similar  accidents  i·n  future. 
may  publish  general  sta:ti:stical  info·rmation  on  accidents  and 
the  implementation of  the  relevant  provisions. 
Out I ine of  purpose  and  prt·nciples of  Information exchange  sYstem 
An  t·nformat ion  exchange  system  wi II  serve  sever-a I  purposes.  While  the 
over  a I I  purpose  i:s  to  make  It  p:oss i b I e  to  a l:er t  Member  S.ta tes  to 
ace I dents  t·n  othe·r  Member  States  so  tha:t  they  can  t:ake  the  necessary 
measures  If appropriate.  the  I nforma.t I on  w I I I  form  a  good  background 
for  bui ldl·ng up  experience on  a  Community-wide  basis on  safety measures 
and  procedures  as  well  as  on  measures  useful  for  preventing. 
control I ing.  monitoring.,  and  mitigating ef'fects of  accidents  •.  As  such. 
the  information exchange  system  should also prove useful  when  emergency 
plans  are  developed  and  discussed,  and  also  tor  consultations  between 
Member·  S.ta:tes  when  drawing  up  and  Implementing  eme·rgency  plans 
(art  i c I e  1:6:) • 
The  lnf"ormation  exchange  system  will  also  serve  to  provide  the 
necessary  lnf·ormation  for  the  Commission  and  all  competent  authorities 
.to  be  able  to  respond  to  enquiries  in  case  of  an  accident  or  provide 
any  techntcal  assistance  if necessary. 
The availability of accurate  information on  any  accidents  is crucial- if 
the  Community  is  to  bath  prevent_thelr  occurrence  and,respond  to  them 
eff:ect l ve l.y. ·The  qua I I ty  and  quanit i ty of.  fntormat ion  ITe l:d  must  be  hIgh 
in  order  to  achieve  these -ob·ject i v.es •.  The  qua I i ty  o·f  the  da.ta  w i I I 
depend  upon  the  reports  received  from Member  States. 
The  ... ·followlri~an be  considered  as  the  basic  p·r inciples  under lying  an 
f·nformat ion system:: 
( i)  Exchange of  t·ntorma  t ion  and  consu I ta:t i:on  on  emergency  0 I ans 
Member  State  a~thoritles  must  ensure.  where  necessary.  that 
emergency  p fans  are  drawn  for  the  protect'i:on  of  human  hea I th  and 
·the  environment  ou.tslde  the· ins.tallation  in  the  e.ven:t  of  an 
accident.  and  that  other  Member  s.ta:tes . i iable· to  be  affected  are 
consulted  f·n  the  drawing  up  and  implementat.ion of  these  plans  .•  It 
Is  •mportant  tor  contact  ·points  to·  be  es.tabl isl)ed  to  receive 
.  lnformat ion  on  emergency  plans  .•  and  that  a  consul ta:t ion  scheme . is 
.·efflci:ent  and  easy  to  ope·ra:te.  This  can  be  done  .by  transmitting 
the  draft  emergency  plans  to  the  Commissi:on.  who  wi II  then 
circul:ate  them  within ·one  week  to  Member  States  I iable  to  be 
af'fe:cted,  who  then  hav.e  30  days  in wh t·ch  to give their  views. 38 
(i i)  Early  warning  of  an  accident  and_ its possible  consequences 
Even  though  the  nature  and  extent of  an  accident  only  in  some  cases  may 
cat·t  for  an  immediate  reaction  from  other  Member  Sta.tes  while  other 
accidents  do  not  need  any  action  and  could  theori~ally be  reported with 
some  delay.  it  Is  i1mport:ant  to  have  a  report  of  al1  accidents  as  soon 
as  pass i b I e  under  the  Community-wide  information  scheme.  Apart  from 
other  considerations,  It  i=s  particularly  impor·tant  that  in  case  o·f  an 
accident  all  Competent  Authoriti'es.  as  well  a:s  the  Commission.  can 
rep I y  to  any  questions  or  enqu  1 r  1 es  from  po.l It  i ca I  i nst i t.ut ions 
(Pari iament,  ....  )  or  the  public at  la·rge. 
Ear ty  warning  of  an  accident  means  that  the  Competen·t  Authority of  the 
Member  State  where  the  accident  occurred  transmits  immediately  to other 
Member  States  whi:ch  could  be  affected  by  the  acciden:t  and  to  the 
Commission  any  ava i I ab I e  i·nf.ormat ion  •  however  I i:nri ted,  on  the  ace i dent 
and  its consequences. 
In  transmitting  the 
i-ndicate  prec  i:se I y 
confident i'a I ,  if any. 
informati:on, 
what  i terns 
the 
of 
Competent 
information 
Authority  should 
are  considered 
In order  for  an  ear I y  warning  system  to operate effective  l.y,  a I I  Member 
States  should  appoint  a  contac:t  person  In  a  Competent  Authority  who 
wi I I  be  ab I e  to receive  and  react  on  any  i·nformat ion  o·f  an  ace i dent. 
( i i i )  Rap i:d  t r ansm·i ss ion of  information  for  preven;t ion  purposes 
The  information  contained  in  detailed  accident  repor·t  can  hel.p  to 
i~en.tify  specific measures  which,  if applied,  would  have  prevented  the 
ace i dent  or  re·duced  its  consequences;  th  i=s  I< i nd  of. i n·fo·rma t ion  can  be 
very usefu  I  for  a I I  Competent  Authorities  in order  to.  pr·event  ace i dents 
which  cou I d  occur  in  s i1m i I ar  i nsta II  at ions  l:ocated  in  their  te·rr i tory, 
and  therefore  it  is  desirabl:e  that  Member  States- should  transmit 
rapidly  the  relevant  information  to  the  Commission,  which  wi II  then 
transmit  it to other  Competent  Authorities. 
(iv)  Accident  analysis  and  recommendations- Exchange  of  experience 
Article  l6.  l(tr.)  of  the  Directive  foresees  tha.t  Member  States  should 
analyse  any  accident  whi:ch  has  occurred  and  make  recommendations  to 
limit  its  e·ffec:t  and  avoid  silmi lar  accidents  in  future.  and  transmit  .  .._ 
th t·s  to  'ttTe  ~Iss  i:on. · ThIs  is  an  importan:t- e I ement  for  exchange  o·f 
experience,  and  the  Commission  w·i II  gather  toge:ther  all  the  inf·ormation 
and  ex  per i:ence  gained  in  a  register of  ace i dents. 
(v)  AVai labi I ity of specific and  of  general  information 
The-specific  and  detailed  information  gathered  by  t~e  Commission  on 
accident:s  should  be ·available  t:o  other Member-·states- at  a  first stage 
i·n  the  f'orm of  a  table  summary  di:stribut:ed at  regular  intervals.  It may 
be  important.  however.  f·or  othe·r  compe:te·nt  authorities  t:o  have  the  fu II 
accident  reports.  This  could  be  obtai·ned  by  the  Competen.t. Authorities 
from  the  Comm iss  i:on,  upon  request. 
42_ .  For·  more  general.  information.  the  Commission  w·i II  make  avai table 
statis:tical  'information  on  acci:den.ts.  whi:ch  w·ifl  not  contain  any 
i·nf.ormat·ion  lik:el.y  to harm  the  competitive  positi:on of  a  user. 
Out line  of  proposed  information  exchange  scheme  and  its  p·ract lea  I 
imp I amant at ton 
1.  Establishment  of  List of  National  Authority  and  Commission  conta~~ 
points  to  b:e  informed  in  case  of  an  accident  (see  Annex  1).  and 
also to be  contacted  for  emergency  plans. 
2.  Where  necessary,  at  the  time  of  drawing  up  emergency  p1ans, 
consultat(on  of  other  Member  States  liable  to  be  affected  is 
ca·rr i ed  out  vi  a  the  Commission.  The  draft  pI ans  are  sent  to  the 
Commissi:on  who  circulates  them  to  the  appropriate  Member  State 
within  a  weel<,  giving  them  further  30  days  to  reac:t. 
3.  Wher·e  necessary,  a.t  the  ti1me  of  an  accident,  early  warning  by 
telex/fax  to  o:ther  Member  St:ates  whi:ch  could  be  af'fected  by  the 
acciden:t  and  to  the  Commission  .. 
4.  Following  an  accident,  immediate  r·eporting  to  the  Comm·ission  by 
Member  States of basic detai l:s  includi·ng_:  site.  organi:sms  inv.o:lved, 
ef'fe:cts.,  emergency  measures  taken  and  immediate  precau~  ions  (see 
A~nex  I I, part  A). 
·5.  Circu.l:at ion  by  the  Commission  of  basic  de:tai ls  to  other  Member 
States within  1  week:  at  the  l:atest. 
6.  Further· repo·rting  of  the  incident  by  Member  States  includi·ng  more 
de:ta i l:ed  descr i p.t ion.  ace i dent  invest i:ga t ion,  damage  to man  and  the 
environment,  and  consequences,  within  2  months  (see  Annex  II, part 
8). 
7.  Compll:a.t ion  by  the  Commission  of  detailed  accident  data  in  a 
register  of  accidents  and  circulatl:on  of  relevant  data  to  othe·r 
Memb:er ·:·states.  Creation  of  an  accident·  documentation  centre  to 
assist  preventive  ~easures: 
· 8.  Pe·r·todic· pub I ica.tion by  the  Commission of general  statistical  da.ta. 
L 
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Annex  1-
Directive 90/219/EEC-
List of  national  contact  points  In  Uember  Sta.:te:s  .In  case· of  accldent:s 
t·nvo I v I ng  genet l:ca I I y  mod I f I ed  organ t:sms  w  i t h  respect  to  Counc I I 
DIrect  I v.e  90/~19/EEC  on  the  Con;ta I ned  Use  of  Genet I ca I I y  Uod·l f  I ed 
Ulcro-oganisms 
1.  Member  State: 
2.  Contact  point  (authority/organisation): 
3.  Complete  address: 
4.  Name(s)  of  responsible  person(s): 
5.  (~)  Telephone: 
(b:)  Telex: 
(c)  Fax: 
6.  If  dIfferent  term  above.  name  and  adre.ss  of  respons  i b I e  person  to 
be  contacted concerning  emeTgency  pI ans  .. 
\ 
"·. %......,. 
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Annex  II 
Directive 90/219/EEC 
INFORUATlON  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  TO  THE  c:ot.l.tlSSION  BY  THE  UEUBER  STATES 
IN  WHICH  AN  ACCIDENT  HAS  OCCUR ED.  PURSUANT  TO  ARTICLE  16 
PART  "A"  - LWEOI'ATE  REPORT  OF  ACCIDENT 
Member  State: 
Authority  responsible  for  repor·t: 
Address: 
1'.  General  data 
Date  and  time of  the  accident: 
Name  of  company/research  institution: 
Addr·ess: 
Grid  reference·: 
Pr inc i:pa I  Activity of  i ns.ta I l:at ion 
Type of  installation:  A  B 
·Type  of  activity:  Gr·oup  Group  II 
2.  Type of accident 
Failure of  equipment  (breakage/leakage etc.)  1  __  1 
... Fire - r-·:·.~,  Explosion  1  __  1 
Malaperation of  equipment  (human/mechanical). 
Othe·r  (specify)  .  ~ ..••.•.•.•.•.•.••.••••.  · ..••.  .; .••...••...• 
·  3.  ,  · or·gan i=sms  re  teased 
·Identity. of  gene.ticall.y modified o·rganisms  released: 
. Quantity of genet i ca I l.y  modified .o·rgan isms  reI  eased: 
;:·"'  ··.-·Form  and/or.;concentration  in·which·or::ga~isms release:d: 
41 42 
De;scr i:pt ion of the  c i rcumst:ances of  the  ace i dent 
·  5.  Was  there  any  emer·gency  ola·n  drawn  up  In  advance?  Yes  No 
~ 
I f  yes  by  whom?  .•••.•••••••••••.••• 
6.  Emergency  measures  taken 
(a•)  Inside  the  ins:tall:a.tion 
(~)Outside the  installation ....••••••.••..•••••.••.•.......... 
7.  Assumed  or  established  cause<s;)  of  accident 
Known  (to be  specified):  ............•...•.•..•.......  I ___  _ 
No.t  known: 
I n·forma t ion  w i I I  be  supp I i ed  as  soon  as  poss i:b l:e 
8.  Nature  and  extent of  exposure 
(a•)  W·ithin  the  install:ation: 
persons  exposed  to  the  accident 
casualties 
damage  to health 
material  damage 
damage  affect  i·ng  the  con.ta i nmen:t  equipment 
the  danger  is still present 
If yes.  specify  •••••••••••••••••••••••••  ·· •••••••••••••.••••• 
. . . . .  . .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ~ ................................  . 
. ..  .._,  ,, 
the  danger  no  longe·r  exists.  I_· ___  _ 
;  .(b:)  Outs I de  t·he  I nst:a II  at ion/to  the  env i r_onment: 
;·:.  ·  persons  exposed  to  the  ace i dent 
~~:.:~~f.:.;  .. - .:  ~ :  4.  -.  _.  -
,::--·s.:::·.-'.:~_··._.  -,,,.~-;~.::~ ...  ":.  ·_, ·,. 
casualties 
damage  to health 
types of environments  expose:d. (wa:te:r. 
sewage  sys:tems.  agr i cuI tura  I  l:and •..  · 
natural  environments) ·. 
material  damage 
damage  affecting  the  con.tainment  equipment 
damage  to  ~he  environm~nt 
the  danger  is stt I I  present 
If  yes.  specify ...........................................  . 
the  danger  no  longer  exists 
9.  Uember  Stat·es  a I ready  Informed  b II  atera II  y  of  the  ace  I: dent 
PART  ··a • - FURTHER  REPORT I NG.  ANALYSIS  AND  R  EeotAAENDA  T IONS 
1.  Anal.ysls of  the  causes of  the  accident 
2.  Ana l.ys  1  s  of  the ef'f  i:c i'ency of eroer·gency  0 I ans 
3.  Exoer i'ence  gained 
~.  Results o·f  any  formal  accident  lnvestl:gatlon (If r·el:evant) 
5.  Ue:d l.um  and  I ong-te·rm  measures,  par1: l:cu I ar  I y  those  a itmed  at 
or·event I ng  the  recurrence of  s irm i I ar  ace  I dents 
6.  Act i:ons  taken to  inf·orm  the  pub  I ic on  the accident 
7.  Uonitor ing within and outsl:de  inst:allat tons  fo=llowing  the accident 
.. , 
8.  F Ina  I  over  a r I  assessment. of damage  to hea I th  and  the environment 
9~·  Re:Commendat Ions for  avoiding similar accide·nt  in future 
/~7~-
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Doc.  XI/325/91-fin 
RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  FOR  THE  COMMITTEE  ON 
THE  CONT A l NED  USE  OF  GMtAS 
.:~  ...  _._  --·--......... 
·~  ..  ··.  . :..  ' - -• 
• 
.  -
.\ 
\  '\  .  v, 
The  Committee  on 'the contained use of  GMMs, 
HAVING  REGARD  to  the  Council  Directive  90/219/EEc(1)  of  23  April  1990  ... 
on  the  contained·use··of  GMMs  and,  In particular. Article 21  thereof. 
HAS  LAID  DOWN  ITS  RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
1.1  The  Committee  shall  be  convened  by  its Chairman,  either  on  his 
own  InitIative  or  at  the  request  of  the  representative  of  a 
Member  State. 
Article 2 
2.1  The  Chairman  sha II  draw  up  the  agenda  and  any  quest ion,  the 
discussion  of  which  has  been  requested  in  writing  by  the 
representative  of  a  Member  State,  must  be  dealt  with  in  a 
Committee  meeting  as  soon  as  possible  and  within--a  maximum  of 
three months of· receipt. 
2.2  In  the  case  where  the  Commission  must  carry  out  ext~nsive 
preparatory work on  the_draft  provisions which  are submitted  to 
the Committee,  the maximum  time  I imit  is six months. 
Article 3 
3.1·  Letters  convening  meetings,  the  agenda,  .draft  provisions. and_ 
any-~ other  workIng  documents  sha I 1  be  sent  by  the  Chairman  to 
·  ·  --·-- -th~'mber  States•  representatives  on  the  Committee  in 
-·.accordance  .wIth  the  procedure  provided  for  under  Art i c I e  11 , 
.Para.  ·  2.  These  documents  must  ,reach  the  Permanent 
Representations  of'  the  Member  States.  not  I ater  than  28  days 
··before ·the  n:aeetlng  is  due  to  take  place.  in  all  the  Community 
-I anguages  • 
(1)  O.J.  N.  L117. of 8.05.1990  , 
49. 
45 3.2  In  urgent  cases.  at  the  request  of  the  representative  of  a 
Member  State or  on  his  own·  initia~ive.  the ~hairman may  reduce 
this  period  to  no  less  than  14  days,  stating  his  reasons 
thereof. 
3.3  In  case  of  non  respect  of  these  limits,  the  meeting  shall  be 
postponed  by  the Chairman  to  a  later date  if  the  representative 
of  a  Member  State requests  it. 
Article 4 
4.1  The  Committee  delivers  its  opinio~  ~~the ~easures proposed  by 
the  Commission,  according  to  the  procedures  laid  down  in 
Article  21  of  Directive 90/219/EEC. 
4.2  In  the  event  that  an  Opinion  is  requested  on  a  text  to which  an 
amendment  is made  during  the discussion.  the Chairman: 
may  defer  the  vote  to  the  end ·of  the  meeting  or  to  the 
following  meeting,  whose  date must  then  be  fixed; 
must  postpone  the  vote  until  the  foll9wing  meeting.  whose 
date  must  then  be  fixed.  if  requested  to  do  so  by  the 
representative of  a  Member  State. 
Article 5 
·s.1  Where  the  Committee  has  not  issued  an  Opinion  within  the  time 
limit  set  by  the  Chairman.  the  latter.  may  postpon~  the  vote 
until  the  following meeting . 
.... , 
Article 6 
6.1  Each  Member  Stat~  shall  appoint  its  representative  to  the 
.  . 
COI'nl_llitt;ee.  The ·commission  wi  II  only  cover.  the ·expens~s for  two 
repr~sentati  ves  per  Member_ State.  .A  Member  State c·an  represe~t 
one  other  Member  State.  The  Chairman  shall  be  informed  thereof 
by  the  Permanent  Representation  6f  the  Member  State  t~us 
r ep·r esen·t  ed.  · 
so. • 
6.2  The  quorum  required  for  the  ~eliberations of  the  Committee  to 
be  valid  s~all  be  that  required  to  render  an  opinion  according 
to  the  procedures  laid  down 
90/219/EEC. 
Article 7 
in  Article  21  of·  Directive 
•/ 
7.1  The  Secretariat  to  the  Commit tee  sha I I  be  provided  by  the 
Commission's services. 
Article 8 
8.1  Before  any  opinion  is  requested  from  the  Committee,  any 
amendments  proposed  to  the  drafts  previously  circulated  as 
mentioned  under  Article  3  shal I  be  submitted  to  it  in  writing. 
8.2  A  I ist  of  the  decisions  made  shal I  be  presented  to  the 
Committee  before  the  end  of  the  meeting  for  approval.  In 
addition,  a  summary  of  the  conclusions of  each meeting shall  be 
prepared  and  submit ted  to  the  Commit tee  for  approva I  at  a 
subsequent  meeting.· 
Article 9 
9.1  The  Committee  may  set  up  sub-Committees,  chaired  by  the 
Commission,  to  prepare  its  work  or  carry  out  specific  tasks. 
The  Members  of  these  sub-Committees  must  be  appointed  by  the 
Member  States.  Sub-Committees  wi  II  only  play  an  advisory  role- _:..._ 
-.and  YrN_I  not  have  power  to vote. 
Article 10 
10:1  The  Committee  may  grant  a  hearing  to  non-governmental  experts 
if  there  is  no  opposition on  the  part  of  any  representative of 
a  Member  State.  These  experts shall  take  no  part  in  either  the 
de I i berat ions or  the voting of  the Commit t.ee. 
s  1·. 
) J \ 
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Article .11 
•, 
.. 
' 11.1  All  correspondence  concerning  the  Committee.shall  be  addressed 
to the  Commission,  in particular  to  t~e Directorate-General  for 
the  Environment,  Nuclear  Safety  and  Civil  Protection,  for 
unless  the  Member  States  are  otherwise  advised  by  the 
Commission. 
11.2  Any  correspondence  for  the  representative  of  the  Member  States 
and  the  Committee  shall  be  addressed  to  the  Permanent 
Representations;  copies of  documents  shal I  be  sent directly  and 
simultaneously  to  a  limited  number  of  officials  ap~  ... : .• ted  hy 
these  Member  States,  provided  the  Member  States  have  notified 
the  Commission of  the  names  and  addresses of  these officials. 
Article  12 
12.1  In  conformity  with  Article  214  of  the  Treaty,  and  without 
prejudice  to  Article  19  of  Directive  90/219/EEC,  the 
deliberations  of  the  Committee  shall  be· of  a  confidential 
nature. 
-~-
Adop~ed  in  Brussels on  5  July  1991 
.  ; 
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More information can be obtained 
from the Commission of the EC. 
100% 
RECYCLED PAP£R 
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